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ABSI'RAcr 
PROFESSIONALISM AND JOB SATISFACTION OF RffiISI'ERED NURSES 
rn 'mE �'IH OF VIRGINIA 
Elisabeth B. Hutton, Ph . D .  
Virginia Coiturol1'iNeal th University, 1990. 
Major Director: Alice Pieper, Ph. D .  
'!he p.rrpose of this study was to investigate current views of 
professionalism and job satisfaction of registered nurses practicing a 
variety of health care settings in the state of Virginia . Five research 
questions were investigated in this analytical-descriptive study. A two 
percent stratified random sample of 427 registered nurses , female and 
actively employed, represented all nurses from five regions in the state 
of Virginia . '!he derrorgraphic fin::lings in:licated that the majority of 
nurses were diplana graduates , staff nurses ,  employed in hospital 
settings , and workirg full-tima. 
A descriptive analysis of stone and Knapke ' s  Health care 
Professional Attitude Inventory items :roodified by Lawler in:licated that 
registered nurses have professional status according to D.nront' s m:xiel 
of professionalism. Nurses irrlentified COJ"lSl.ll'rler control ,  in:lifference 
to credentials , CCll'l'paSSion, and inpatience with the rate of chan;Je as 
ilTq:x)rtant elements of professionalism. However, there was no 
significant relationship between nurses ' professionalism and highest 
levels of education in nursing, current job positions , and major job 
settings . 
Job satisfaction fi.rrlings usi..r'q Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale irrlicated that nurses were generally satisfied in 
their work setti..r'q although they were concerned about pay compensation, 
opportunities to advance , arrl control of nursi..r'q practice . A 
significant relationship was fourrl between nurses' work setti..r'q arrl job 
satisfaction. Hospital nurses exhibited greater job satisfaction than 
nurses in other health care setti..r'qs .  A small relationship was revealed 
using job satisfaction as a predictor of professionalism. 
Professionalism and Job Satisfaction of Registered Nurses 
in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
INI'RODUCTION 
STATEMENI' OF PROBLEM 
Nurses are the largest group of health care providers in the 
professional health care system, numbering approximately 1 . 5  million or 
half of the work force (Division of Nursing, 1986) . Although the supply 
of reg-istered nurses continues to grON, the nation is experiencing a 
major shortage of nurses . '!his persistent shortfall has received 
considerable attention in relation to economic and quality care 
perspectives . '!he economic aspect of shortage is that the deman:1 at a 
specific market price for nurses exceerls the supply available. In tenns 
of quality care this nursing shortage means an insufficient number of 
nurses to care for patients at a professionally determined level of 
competence (Prescott, 1987 ; USDHHS Secretary' s  Commission on Nursing, 
1988) . Professionalism and job satisfaction issues are ilTIportant to 
practicing nurses as they strive to be recognized as valued 
professionals in the health care system. 
Nurses are taught to view themselves as professionals , to provide 
holistic care , and to be coordinators of client care . Frequently they 
are called upon to make astute judgments in the care of clients whose 
acuity level has been affected by illness and/or medication. Lynaugh 
and Fagin ( 1988) stated that "nurses are on the front line of care and 
the administration of health care in its vast variety of settings 
throughout the world" (p. 187) . Yet nurses who describe themselves as 
professionals are viewed as semiprofessionals by physicians and health 
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care administrators (Etzioni , 1969 ; McCloskey, 1981) . They are usually 
viewe:i as secorrlary rneml::ers of the health care team while physicians are 
viewe:i as the primary persons responsible for health care services 
(Katz , 1969 ; Yeaworth, 1972 ) . Rather than protest, nurses remain 
passive. They are given to intragroup conflict arrl are ambivalent or 
generally less than assertive (Lynaugh & Fagin, 1988) . This stance 
ac:ccmrodates the policies of physicians arrl health care administrators , 
arrl ultimately, contril::utes to the growirq disillusionment of nurses 
(LeRoy, 1986) . 
Reports from outside the profession irrlicate that nurses cannot 
govern themselves arrl cannot organize (Lynaugh & Fagin, 1988) . This is 
evident in discussions a)::x:)ut levels in nursirq education . CUrrent 
disharmony can be traced to the early 1920s with the begi.nnin::J of the 
m:werrent for college education of nurses . Concomitant with this 
rroverrent was the 1923 Goldmark Report advocatirq two levels of 
educational preparation of nurses : collegiate education arrl hospital­
based education (LeRoy, 1986;  Parsons , 1986) . Thus a division emerge:i 
arrl persists arronq practicirq nurses . One group advocates collegiate 
education while the other group favors hospital-based education. 
SUbsequently, work environments for nurses in hospital settirqs 
have become increasirqly rrore complex. Growth in technology arrl rrore 
sqilisticate:i medical treatments require a high level of education as 
well as appropriate experience for effective patient care . Multiple 
physicians are now often invol ve:i in the treatment of hospi talize:i 
patients, further complicatirq quality patient care (Aiken, 1981;  
LeRoy, 1986) . Nurses work longer hours am are responsible for Irore 
tasks in hospital settings . 
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Conversely, tcxlay ' s  hospitals create ongoing difficulties for 
nurses by influencing salary am benefit decisions , keeping the staff 
lean with agency nurses ,  am cutting support staff rre:mbers (Prescott, 
1987 ) . Many nurses reach their peak earning PJWer in five years 
(Billingsley, 1989) . National hospital figures reveal unfilled nursing 
p:lSitions averaging fram 11 percent to as high as 45 percent for 
registered nurses (Buerhaus , 1987 ) . 
Nurses seeking improved professional status am working 
conditions do not generally leave the profession. They seek alternative 
p:lSitions in other hospitals , nursing agencies , or health care settings 
( Aiken, 198 1 ;  LeRoy, 1986) . If nurses have professional ambitions , they 
terrl to in::lividually pursue nursing careers outside the hospital setting 
(Arrlrews, 1986) . 
Nurses are reluctant to utilize collective action to enhance 
their professional status with hospital administrators . Detmer ( 1986) 
stated that "because nursing has never made it clear to management, 
roodical staff , arrl the COnst.n1ler what nursing is . . .  hospital 
administrators have logically interchanged women in white . . .  without 
regard for clinical expertise as a cost-effective strategy" (p. 21)  . 
Mounting responsibilities contrasted with minbnal professional status 
arrl respect have had a continued impact on nurses ' professional 
attitudes . This study will address some of the factors of nurses ' 
professionalism arrl job satisfaction . 
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RATIONALE FOR STUDY OF PROBLEM 
'!his study will contril:ute to the current krlowledge arrl 
urrlerst.ardi.ng of professionalism of nurses in a variety of settings . 
Previous enpirical firrlings in the nursing literature reflect the still 
accepted guild m::rlel of professionalism based on the apprenticeship 
premise (Greenwood, 1957 ; Scott, 1965 ; Hall ,  1968 ) . '!his m::rlel persists 
as the basis of IOOSt studies on professionalism of nurses (Lynaugh & 
Fagin, 1988) . Hor.vever, Dillnont ( 1970) indicated professionalism is the 
result of academic experiences in health care . To date there appears to 
be no studies of practicing nurses using this m::rlel . '!his study will 
utilize Dillnont' s  ( 1970) m::rlel of professionalism. 
'!his study will contril:ute to our urrlerst.ardi.ng in the follor.ving 
manner . There is an apparent paucity of research data on the 
relationship of levels of education, job position, current work setting 
am registered nurses ' view of professionalism. 
Most of job satisfaction research is related to nurses' roles , 
responsibilities arrl rewards in a particular setting, primarily 
hospitals . '!his study will gather job satisfaction data from nurses 
worki.rg in a variety of health care settings . 
The relationship between professionalism arrl job satisfaction is 
of special interest. It appears that no study has examined the 
"relationship between professionalism arrl job satisfaction of nurses . 
'!he investigator believes there may be a relationship. '!his study will 
investigate this possibility. 
STATEMENl' OF PURPOSE 
'!he overall purpose of this study is to investigate current views 
of professionalism and job satisfaction among nurses practicing in a 
variety of work settings . '!he study will investigate 
( 1 ) ha.r registered nurses' view themselves as professionals ; 
(2 )  what relationship, if any, exists between education, job 
p:lSition, current work setting and registered nurse' s  
professionalism; 
(3) ha.r registered nurses ' view job satisfaction; 
( 4 )  what relationship, i f  any, exists between current work 
setting and registered nurses ' job satisfaction; and 
(5)  what relationship , if  any, exists between registered nurses ' 
view of job satisfaction and professionalism. 
LITERATURE AND RESFAROi BACKGROUND 
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Attempts to define professionalism and job satisfaction have 
resulted in a multitude of conceptual frarreworks . Sociologists are the 
prime source of the conceptual views of professionalism and job 
satisfaction. 'IWo major concepts of professionalism affecting nursing 
have errerged fran the literature : the ideological rocrlel of 
professionalism based on the guild premise and the academic 
professionalism rocrlel . 
PROFESSIONALISM 
'!he accepted definition of professionalism is based on the guild 
rocrlel of the law-medicine-cilurch-tradi tionalist view. '!his concept is 
based on the perception that an esoteric professional community exists 
which possesses l<ncJwledge and service not accessible to the public . A 
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professional ' s  practice is guided by the profession' s  ethics , I<nc1..rledge, 
and st.ardards of tra:in:irg (Friedson, 1973 ; Greenwcxxi, 1957 ) . The 
professional canmuni.ty sets higher st.arrlards than the law. Therefore, 
its practitioners enjoy xrore prestige and power, and a xronopoly of 
services (Goode ,  1965) . 
Certain professional characteristics are selected to identify 
established professionals from non-professionals . Greenwcxxi ( 1957) , 
Scott ( 1965) and Etzioni ( 1961) have identified the followinJ as 
suggested professional characteristics : ( 1) a systematic l:x:x:ly of 
I<nc1..rledge, ( 2 )  an exertion of authority, ( 3 )  a code of ethics , (4 )  a 
professional culture, and (5)  forma.l and informa.l canmuni.ty sanctions . 
However, problems have emerged when measurinJ the criteria for 
professional status (Goode,  1960) . 
Accordi.rq to the guild xrodel , professionalism is also defined as a 
behavioral process alol'"B" a multidimensional continuum that reflects the 
orientation and the socialization of the group itself (Hall,  1968 , 
p . 92 ) . Hall ' s  ( 1968 )  classic study of professionalism and 
l::oreaucratization classified occupational groups and developed an 
i..nst:rLnoont to measure five attitudinal attrihltes delineated by Scott 
( 1965) : use of the professional organization, belief in service to the 
public, the belief in self-regulation, sense of callinJ to the field, 
and autoncmy . Thus , attorneys (who may be part of a larger 
organization) are viewed as professionals havinJ strOI'"B" views of 
autoncmy, self-regulation, and belief in public service. Yet nurses , 
who emerge as strol'"B"ly professional as to belief in public service and 
sense of callirq to the field, are not considered auto11CllIDUS 
professionals (Hall , 1968 ) . 
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The academic professional IOOdel presents a view that tcx:1ay' s  
professional organizations are learned societies whose members '  
allegiance is primarily to the field and orientation is toward social 
charge . According to D..nTont ( 1970) , young professionals and students in 
professional schools ( lawyers , architects, educators) possessed a social 
conscience derived from educational experience that is different from 
the orientation around the accumulation of wealth and prestige. 
Professionals are joinirq with other professionals to fonn networks of 
infonMtional excharge and infonMl collarorational activities that 
reflect shared ideology. Their work takes place in a rureaucratic 
context where science defines employment starrlards . These newer 
professionals create a different relationship with society and thus , 
cannot be evaluated by the guild premise (Goode ,  1960) . 
Wilensky ( 1964) in a transition IOOdel prqx:>sed that 
professionalism in the true sense may not be possible when control is 
split aIroN] professionals , laymen, and administrators and when careers 
may not lead to management positions . Though Wilensky considered 
nursirq a marginal profession, he advocated that nursirq may be one 
profession that needs to combine the elements of roth the professional 
and rureaucratic IOOdel . 
D..nTont ( 1970) perceived a redefinition of professional life to 
meet the de:man:ls of constantly changirq envirornnents in IOOdern society. 
Included in D..nTont' s professional IOOdel were six factors contri.bJtirq to 
the new face of professionalism. AmoN] the six factors , the ultimate 
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am lTOSt salient purpose of a professional is superordinate purpose-the 
well-bein::J of people . Diers ( 1986) reflected this by sayin::J that the 
essence of nursin::J practice is carin::J , rut that society has yet to 
urrlerstarrl that professional nursin::J concept. However , Lynaugh am 
Fagin ( 1988 ) belieVed that nurses are still too preoccupied with the 
pervasive guild paradigm of professionalism which divides nurses against 
each other . 
Lynaugh am Fagin ( 1988 ) suggested the eIll'irical testin::J usin::J 
the guild premise of professionalism has urrlermined the urrlerstarrlin::J of 
professionalism of nurses . Most studies reported higher levels of 
professionalism from faculty am students in schools of nursin::J where 
professionalism is fostered. Schriner am Harris ( 1984 ) am Wakefield­
Fisher ( 1987 ) found the higher the educational preparation of the 
faculty, the higher their attitudes on professionalism. Corwin am 
Taves ( 1962 ) found baccalaureate degree nursin::J students have higher 
views of professionalism than diploma nursin::J students . Studies of 
nurses in clinical practice generally reported lower views of 
professionalism than nursin::J faculty am students (McCloskey & McCain, 
1987 ; Monnig, 1978 ; Si:mrrons, 1982 ) . It appears that only one study by 
Monnig ( 1978) looked at the relationships of highest level of education 
in nursin::J , field of nursin::J, health care settin::J , am vielll of 
professionalism of practicin::J nurses . 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Difficulties emerge in definin::J job satisfaction for there is no 
well-accepted theoretical framework. Vroom' s  ( 1964 ) mul tiplicati ve 
rrodel posited that a person' s  positive attitudes toward the job are 
equivalent to job satisfaction. '!he m:xiel proposed that job 
satisfaction is the result of situational factors (supervision, wages , 
job content, the work group) ard personality factors (attitudes ard 
abilities) . Although Vroom's m:xiel identified specific comp::ments of 
job satisfaction, it proposed that a person' s  job satisfaction is 
depen:ient on the work situation, ard neglected the perceptions of 
satisfaction with pther workers in similar situations . 
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Another popular m:xiel used in nursing studies is the theory 
developed by Herzberg, Mausner ard Snyderman ( 1968) which identified two 
factors influencing job satisfaction: hygiene ard xootivational factors . 
Satisfaction ard dissatisfaction were seen as two separate phenomena 
(Herzberg et al . ,  1969) . Although a popular theoretical framework for 
nursing studies of job satisfaction, Herzberg ' s  theory is controversial 
ard widely debated (stamps & PiedIOOnte, 1986) . 
Problems remain in defining parameters of job satisfaction in 
nursing despite a plethora of studies . Smith, Kerrlall ard Hulin ( 1969) , 
who have corducted extensive studies in a variety of work settings , 
defined job satisfaction as the feelings or affective responses a person 
has about the facets of the work situation. '!hey suggested that 
multiple measures such as pay, supervision , co-workers ard the job 
itself contr�tes to overall job satisfaction (Smith, Kerrlall & Hulin, 
1968 ) . stamps ard PiedIOOnte ' s  ( 1986) xoore recent ard extensive review 
included a self-referent approach to six components of nurses ' work 
setting-pay, professional status , interaction, task requirements , 
autonany, ard organizational policies . 
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'!he research focus on job satisfaction of nurses is on hospital­
based nurses. '!hese studies seem to be prompted by general reports of 
dissatisfaction arrl the persistently, high turnover rate . McCloskey arrl 
fok::Cain ( 1987 ) , Taunton arrl otteman ( 1986) , Prescott ( 1986) , arrl Weisman, 
Alexarder , arrl Cllase ( 1981) suggested that l:ureaucratic-professional 
role conflicts affect hospital nurses ' job satisfaction, with autonomy 
arrl professional control being the prevailing issues . '!he general lack 
of opportunity to use kn<:1.Nledge arrl skills gained from educational 
preparation appeared to be another major concern of nurses in the 
hospital envirornnent (stamps & Piedmonte , 1986) . 
JOB SATISFACITON AND PROFESSIONALISM 
Review of the literature suggests that many factors have 
contril:uted to nursing ' s  present situation in the health care system. 
Recurring therres of professionalism arrl job satisfaction appear to be 
interrelated. studies tended to focus on each concept as it related to 
nurses in a particular setting. Although sorre studies on job 
satisfaction of nurses included corrp:>nents of professional autonomy, 
they have not considered other components of professionalism. Both 
professionalism arrl job satisfaction are important as nurses struggle to 
be reccgnized as valued professionals in the delivery of health care. 
From the review of literature two major a.ssurrpt.ions emerge that fonn the 
basis of this research study. 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
'!he a.ssI..UTptions underlyinJ this research study are: 
1 .  Views of nurses fram a variety of educational 
backgrounds , work settinJs , arrl job positions will 
provide insight into same current problems in the field 
of nursinJ. 
2 .  '!he factors affectinJ job satisfaction arrl view of 
professional status contrib.lte to the underlyinJ causes 
in the shortage of nurses tcx:lay. 
RESEAROi QUFSITONS 
'!he specific research questions of this study are : 
1 .  HaN do registered nurses view professional status? 
2 . What is the relationship between registered nurses ' 
highest levels of education in nursinJ, current job 
positions , major work settinJs , arrl their 
professionalism? 
3 .  HaN do registered nurses ' view job satisfaction? 
4 .  What is the relationship between work settinJ arrl job 
satisfaction of registered nurses? 
5 .  Does view of job satisfaction of registered nurses 
relate to their professionalism? 
MEIHQOOr.cx:;y 
'!his study is an analytical�escriptive survey. '!he purpose is to 
describe the existinJ phenomena of nurses ' views of their professional 
status arrl their job satisfaction in a variety of health care settinJs . 
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The subjects for this study are drawn from a population of 46, 452 
registered nurses in Virginia who are from the 1988 virginia Board of 
Nursin;I Reg'istry . The Reg'istry contains the nurse' s  name, address , 
license number, arrl renewal date. Five designated regions developed by 
ZIP Cede , with their known population of nurses , are Riclnrorrl, 12 , 906 ; 
Charlotte , 7 , 239 ; Norfolk, 9 , 898 ; Northern Virginia , 10, 599 ; arrl 
Roanoke, 5 , 810 .  A two percent stratified rarrlom sample will l:e computer 
drawn from each region resultin;I in a total sample of 929 registered 
nurses . 
A survey packet will l:e mailed to each sample participant. The 
packet contained three inst.rurnents presented in a combined format for 
collection of data . A general questionnaire of 10 items will elicit 
data al:out the nurse' s  background arrl professional experience . stone 
arrl Knopke' s  ( 1978) Health care Professional Attitude Inventory which 
contains a 38-items in a five-point Likert response scale as refined arrl 
m:xli.fied for nursin;I is also included (lawler, 1988 ) . This measure was 
developed usin;I Dumont ' s  ( 1970) construct of professionalism in six 
scales addressin;I the professional ' s  responsiveness to consumer control , 
irrlifference to credentialin;I, sense of superordinate purpose , attitude 
of critical thinkin:I , .iJrpatience with need for change , arrl compassion. 
Reliability arrl validity norms were established with medical arrl 
nursin;I students usin;I alpha coefficients arrl a varirnax rotation. 
Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  ( 1984 ) Work Satisfaction Scale, which builds on 
Maslow's arrl Herzl:erg' s  theories al:out work satisfaction, completed the 
packet. The inst.rurnent' s five scales addressed the components of pay or 
reward, professional status, interaction/cohesion, achninistration, arrl 
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task requirements . '!he inst.rt.nnent contained 32-iterns us� a five-point 
Likert response scale rrcdified fran Slavitt , stamps, Pied!ronte ard 
Hasse' s  ( 1978) Occupational Satisfaction of Hospital Nurses Instrument. 
Reliability ard validity nonns were established by a five-year testinj 
program of nursinj staff members in 15 urban ard rural hospitals . 
PROCEDURE 
A stratified, rardan sample of two percent of all registered 
nurses in Virginia will be computer drawn fran the Virginia Board of 
Registry . SUl:sequently, a survey packet will be mailed to each 
prospective participant containing an overvie..r letter, a postcard , ard 
the three instruments . '!he overvie..r letter contains infonnation 
including rationale for the research study, methcds to assure 
confidentiality, ard guidelines for completion of survey inst.rt.nnents .  
Participants will be asked to respond to three inst.rt.nnents in a combined 
fonnat : a questionnaire arout their background ard experience, stone' s  
Health care Professional Attitude Inventory, ard Atwood and Hinshaw' s  
Work Satisfaction Scale . '!hey will be asked to return the postcard to 
the researcher upon completinj the survey packet. A time limit of two 
weeks fran the date of mailinj will be given for return of the 
instruments . A follow up letter will be sent if no response was 
received within three weeks after the initial mailinj. A 42-day cut-off 
date fran the initial mailinj will be established before data was 
tal::ulated • 
Data fran the returned questionnaires will be placed on file in 
the university computer system. Only responses fran female participants 
who were ent>loyed full-time in nursinj will be included in the data 
analysis. Descriptive and inferential statistical procedures will be 
used to analyze and report group data. 
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Analysis of data related to each research question is as foll� . 
Research quest.i.cn (1): 
HC1w' do registered nurses view' professional status? Scores will 
be obtained for each of the 38-items of the rocx:lified stone and Knapke' s  
Health care Professional Attitude Inventory. Measures of central 
terrlency will be used to describe the data . Internal consistency of the 
total and subscale scores will be assessed by Cronbach Alpha . Results 
of this test reliability will be compared to previous f:in::ii.nJs .  
Research quest.i.cn (2): 
What is the relationship between registered nurses' highest 
levels of education in nursing, current job positions , major work 
settings , and their professionalism? Group mean scores will be obtained 
for each of the 38-items of stone and Knapke' s  Health care Professional 
Inventory. Data analysis of the indeperrlent variables will used cohort 
mean scores . One-way analysis of variance and multivariate analysis 
will be corrlucted to determine the relationship between each indeperrlent 
variable (highest levels of education, current job positions , and major 
work settings) and the deperrlent variable (nurses' overall view' of 
professionalism) by the total mean score from the Health care 
Professional Attitude Inventory . 
Research questicn (3): 
HC1w' do registered nurses ' view' job satisfaction? Group mean 
scores were obtained for each of the 32-items of Atwood and Hinshaw' s  
Work Satisfaction Scale. Measures of central terrlency will be used to 
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describe data . Group mean scores from the five regions of the state 
will be obtained for each of the five sul::scales arrl the total 
i.nstrument .  Internal consistency of the total arrl sul::scale scores will 
be assessed by C:J:"Onbach Alpha . Reliability of this test was CClIT'{lCrred to 
previous firrlirgs .  
Researc:h questic:n (4) :  
What is the difference between work setti.n;J arrl view o f  job 
satisfaction of registered nurses? Group mean scores will be obtained 
for each of the 32-iterns of Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work Satisfaction 
Scale . Data analysis will be of the iroeperrlent variable (current work 
setti.n;J) usi.n;J cohort mean scores . One way analysis of variance arrl 
multivariate analysis will be corrlucted to determine the relationship 
between nurses ' work setti.n;J arrl job satisfaction by the total mean 
score from the Work Satisfaction Scale. wilk ' s  Lambda arrl Scheffe' s  
tests will be used to determine comparisons arrl which groups were 
different from each other . 
Researc:h cpest.ic:n (5) :  
Does view o f  job satisfaction of registered nurses relate to 
their professionalism? usi.n;J Pearson product-moment correlation (r) , 
the association between nurses ' overall job satisfaction arrl 
professionalism mean scores will be explored. Bivariate regression will 
be corrlucted to see if there was a predictive relationship between the 
two variables , job satisfaction arrl professionalism. 
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DEFllITTION OF TERMS 
'!he following definitions are applicable to this study. 
Professionalism is defined by Dumont ( 1970) as a ITnlltidimensional , 
behavioral construct ccxrposed of six conponents which are 
(1 )  consurrer control (the professional ' s  response arrl support 
of citizen participation in various programs) 
( 2 )  in:lifference to credentials (the professional ' s  concern with 
measures of effectiveness rather than preo:::cupation with 
credentials) 
( 3 )  superordinate purpose (the egalitarian Imltual support system 
rurorg professionals toward the well-being of people) 
( 4 )  attitudes of criticism (the premise that professionals are 
always searching and questioning, wanting to know' 
alternatives) 
(5 )  impatience with the rate of change (the belief that time is 
of the essence and social change is a matter of survival) and 
(6)  CClITpa5Sion (the professional ' s  dedication towards the needs 
of public) . 
Job Satisfaction is defined by Slavitt et al . ( 1978) as a 
ITnlltidimensional view related to worker satisfaction within the health 
care setting. Atwood and Hinshaw ( 1984) identified five of Slavitt' s  
seven concepts related to job satisfaction of nurses which are 
(1 )  pay or reward (the financial remuneration arrl frir)Je benefits 
received from work performance <XlITpleted) 
( 2 )  professional status (the general feelings toward the skills , 
usefulness, and status of the job) 
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(3) interaction/cohesion (the opportunities am. requirerrents for 
roth fonnal am. infonnal social contacts during worki.nJ 
hours) 
( 4 )  administration (the effect of administration on job 
procedures , personnel policy, am. amount of staff 
participation in these policies) am. 
(5)  task. requirerrents (those elerrents that must be done as a 
regular part of the job) . 
Registered nurse is a practicing nurse who rreets the current 
requirerrents for licensure by the Comrronwealth of Virginia for 
professional nurse, registered nurse or registered professional nurse 
54-367 . 1  of the Code) . 
CUrrent work setting is a health care setting where a nurse is 
employed. 'Ihese settings include private am. public hospitals , 
arnbJ.latory care settings , physician offices , health departments am. horne 
health agencies . 
Highest level of education is the ultimate degree earned by the 
i.rx:li vidual nurse respordent to the survey. 'Ihese degrees are awarded by 
institutions of higher education am. range from associate degree (two 
years) , diplOll'a (three years) , baccalaureate degree (four years) to 
master ' s  am. doctoral degrees (post baccalaureate) . 
SUMMARY 
Nurses are the largest group of health care providers in the 
health care system. Economic am. nursing work corditions are identified 
as contrihlting to the current shortage of nurses in the work setting . 
Major factors of job dissatisfaction currently reported in hospital 
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settirgs are lack of professional respect , lack of control over worJc.irG' 
corrlitions , c:l'1anJirg dernan::i of nurses as a result of complex technology, 
am inadequate wages am benefits . 
Nurses view themselves as professionals , yet they enjoy few of 
the rewards of other health care professionals . '!hey have been reluctant 
to organize to enhance their position am professional status . Job 
satisfaction am professional self-perceptions of nurses have ultimately 
been aff ect.e::i . 
'!his study attempts to further the knowledge of the relationship 
between professionalism am job satisfaction of nurses in a variety of 
health care settirgs . It looks at the relationship between nurses ' 
professionalism am their highest level of education in nursirg, current 
j ob positions , am major work settirgs . It will explore the 
relationship between current work settirg am nurses' job satisfaction. 
lastly it will investigate the possibility of a relationship between job 
satisfaction am professionalism. 
0lAPTER ThO: REVIEH OF 'mE LITERATIJRE 
rnrRODUCTION 
Humanistic and religious institutions that once dominated health 
care are being challenged by blreaucratic institutional changes and 
professional issues. Po.-Jerful coalitions are being formed in the health 
care system. Health care administrators and government representatives 
are joinir"q tCX]ether across agency and depart:mental lines to form new 
networks of information and initiate collaborative activities in the 
delivery of health care. 'The work force is comprised of two types of 
health care professionals, physicians and nurses. Each of these 
professionals have a strong need for personal indeperrlence, prefer 
maximum freedom and autonomy in their work, and are inclined to dislike 
regimentation (Bush, 1988). Despite nurses' increased educational 
trainir"q and specialized practice, their ma.jor concerns surround the 
issues of professional status and control of the work environment. 
Preoccupation with the concept of professionalism and factors 
that affect job satisfaction of nurses prcduced a varied and vast 
literature. This review of professionalism is a discussion of the 
concepts of professionalism and job satisfaction of nurses. The review 
of professionalism also includes the theoretical models of 
professionalism and the factors that affect professionalism of nurses. 
The review of job satisfaction includes major theoretical approaches and 




Many occupations are engaged in the struggle to become recognized 
as professions . '!heoretical approaches are often used to describe ard 
differentiate professionals from nonprofessionals . Influenced by 
scientific ard technolcx:Jical advances the labor forces as a whole is 
bec:ani.rg professionalized. '!he ideolcx:Jical IOOdel of professionalism, 
based on the guild premise, emphasizes autol1CJtT¥)US expertise ard the 
service ideal as the measure of a true professional . '!he academic IOOdel 
views professionalism as emerging from an educational setting ard 
focussing on social change . CUrrently a pcl'Ner struggle between 
professional ard organizational ideals is attriblted to a lTOvement by 
the d1allenge from the academic IOOdel . However, data suggests the guild 
paradigm is the pervasive IOOdel (Lynaugh & Fagin, 1988) . 
'!he earliest recorded use of the word profession in 1541 
described a learned vocation indicating any calling or occupation by 
which a person habitually earns his living (Cogan, 1953) . carr-Saurrlers 
ard Wilson ( 1964 ) stated that "to Bacon the term profession indicated 
certain vocations with peculiar characteristics . . .  " (p. 1 ) . '!he guild 
IOOdel has viewed professionalism as a rreans to attain prestige , pcl'Ner, 
and control (Goode,  1965) . 
Ideological Model 
'!he ideolcx:Jical IOOdel of professionalism is based on the true 
professions of law, medicine and theology whose origins are from the 
guilds . All true professions are thought to exhibit certain 
similarities : avoidance of commercialism, criteria for practice, group 
consciousness , ard integration of their members (carr-Saurrlers & Wilson, 
1964 ) . Professions which have specialized l<nowledge, authority, and 
self-regulation obtain certain sanctions from the public and their 
members are called professionals . 
K!stery of Klx:Jwledge 
Professional status is attained through the professional ' s  
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mastery of l<nowledge alo� with high, rigorous and enforced sta.rxJards of 
training. '!his mastery of l<nowledge is derronstrated through altruistic 
service (Flexner, 1915 ; Wilensky , 1961) . Although Flexner ( 1915) first 
attempted to descril::e the professions , it was not until the 1950s that 
sociologists began a major effort to develop professional criteria . 
Greenwood ( 1957 ) developed criteria to distinguish professionals from 
non-professionals whose occupations could be grouped accordln:} to 
professional attairnnent .  Professions were distinguished by five 
characteristics : (1 )  the presence of systematic theory, ( 2 )  authority 
recognized by clientele, ( 3 )  formal and informal canmunity sanctions , 
( 4 )  a code of ethics , and (5)  professional culture sustained by the 
professional organization (Greenwood, 1957 ) . '!he established 
professions , law, medicine, and theology , were described as possessing 
the five criteria and thus enjoyed professional status . However, many 
diverse occupation including architecture, engineering, and city 
planning , strive to be recognized as professionals and hold in 
rudimentary form some ,  if not all , of above elements . When debates on 
professionalism ensued, the criteria were �ed or altered (Wilensky , 
1961) . 
Although it became difficult to sutstantiate how systematic the 
theoretical l<nowledge of a profession must be, the ideological rrcdel , 
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based on the guild premise, prevailed . 'The older, 11¥)re established 
professions of rredicine arrl law, havi.nq staked out jurisdictions , 
established professional norms to maintain a 11¥)nopoly over services . 
Newer professions struggled to meet the criteria , often att.empti.nq 
everythi.nq at once (Wilensky, 1961) . Problems arose in measuri.nq the 
criteria . For example, it became difficult to sul::stantiate a claim of 
what constituted legitimate autonomy arrl authority (Gocxie, 1961) . As a 
result, other theoretical approaches emerged as alternatives when 11¥)re 
occupational groups sought professional status . 
Behavioral. Process 
Professionalism is also described as a behavioral process by 
Scott ( 1965) . Scott suggested this is a process by which occupations 
could assurre the attri.J::utes of a profession. He proposed a sequential 
series of five steps towards the attairnnent of professional status . 
'These steps were as follCMS . First, the occupational group establishes 
a professional organization. Second , the group ' s  name is exchar'qed for 
a title to assert a 11¥)oopoly in the public domain .  'Third, the group 
develops arrl promulgates a code of ethics . Fourth, the group prolongs 
political agitation to gain power from public support ,  arrl last they 
obtain a specialized title for members who meet the specialized criteria 
(Volmer & Mills , 1966) . For example, hospital administrators in their 
prrsuit of professional status have char'qed their name to health care 
administrators to obtain a 11¥)nopoly in the health care system. Whether 
new professional groups progressed sequentially or attempted all the 
steps simultaneously, they still were not recognized as achievi.nq 
comparable status . 
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Bureaucracy arrl Professionalism 
l-bst theorists agree that conflicts between b..lreaucratization arrl 
professionalism occurred arrorg professionals errployed in institutions . 
Recent errergin::J professionals from academic settin::Js appeared to be in 
greater conflict with these elements of b..lreaucratic rules , the division 
of lal:xlr, arrl the system' s hierarchial authority (Hall , 1975) . For 
exaITple, hospitals enjoyed certain prercgatives arrl their control was 
enhanced because they were the prilrary source of errployment for many 
professionals . Hospital administrators arrl physicians maintained the 
male system of capitalistic values , promotin::J ideas of deperrlence ,  
discarc:li.nJ tasks of lesser importance to subordinates , arrl increasin::J 
stratification arrorg errployees in institutional settin::Js (LeRoy, 1986) . 
Scott ( 1965) proposed a model of three professional groups based 
on the organizational work settin::J . Accx:>rdin::J to Scott, all 
professional groups were different based on the nature of their work, 
arrl they could be classified as autonomous , heteronomous or depar1:Inental 
professional organizations (Scott , 1965) . 
Autonomous professional organizations were exerrplified by those 
activities subject to the practitioner' s  control rather than to external 
or administrative jurisdiction (Scott , 1965) . since physicians 
developed the patient ' s  care plan arrl prescribed orders that are carried 
out by others , they were 'seen as autonomous in the health care system. 
'!hey represented the established professional group who controlled the 
content of their work, the conditions , arrl the division of labor that 
provided the health services to the p..1blic (Friedson, 1973) . 
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Heteronarous professional organizations , conversely, were seen as 
partially subordinate to an externally ilrposed administrative force with 
little control over stardards of their work (Scott, 1965) . They were 
viewed as predaninantly female professions such as nursi.rq, teachi.rq arrl 
social work, whose members worked in setti.rqs subject to rureaucratic or 
legislative norms . The norms often served as specific guidelines for 
practice, thus lessening the professional ' s  autonomy (Hall , 1975) . 
Departmental professional organizations were viewed as part of a 
larger organization which may or may not determine how work was 
structured. These professionals were aa::ountants or researchers who 
were part of a larger institution arrl generally had lesser professional 
status than the established professions (Scott, 1965) . 
Richard Hall ' s  ( 1968 ) classic study of rureaucratization arrl 
professionalism empirically supported Scott ' s  classifications of 
professional organizations of the lineage professionals . It became a 
m:xlel for sul::sequent studies of professionalism based on the guild 
premise . Hall developed a professional inventory scale from Scott' s  
five behavioral attri.rutes of professionalism: (1 )  the use of a 
professional organization as a major reference , (2 )  a belief in service 
to the public, (3) a belief in self-regulation, ( 4 )  a sense of calli.rq 
to the field, arrl (5)  a feeli.rq of autonomy (Hall,  1968) . Eleven 
occupations were represented by 328 participants , a small sample, arrl 
classified into three organizations usi.rq Scott ' s  criteria . Physicians 
ani lawyers scored higher on the five attri.rutes of professionalism 
supporti.rq the autonomous nature of their work . Teachers , nurses , arrl 
social workers scored lower on all the attri.rutes , except for a belief 
in service to the public , ard were viewed as subject to both 
administrative ard medical staff policy practices (Hall , 1968) . '!he 
research fiIrlings sul::stantiated Scott' s  classification . 
Hall ' s  Professional Inventory Scale, m:xlified by Snizek ( 1972 ) 
bec:arce the inst.nunent to measure professional attri.b..ltes . OVerall 
reliability of the inst.nunent ranged from . 78 to . 80 .  Many research 
studies duri..n:J the late 1970s ard 80s of nurses , teachers , ard social 
workers used Hall ' s  inst.nunent in attempts to disprove his fiIrlings . 
However the studies did not reflect higher views of professionalism 
except anong nursi..n:J faculty. 
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As a whole it was also thought that if heteronomous professional 
organizations , teachers, nurses , ard social workers increased their 
d�ees of professionalism, their members ' employment in rureaucratic 
organizations would lead to collective frustration ard conflict (Corwin, 
1965) . In his research study of 124 staff nurses ard 71 nursi..n:J 
students from baccalaureate ard diploma programs , Corwin attri.b..lted 
baccalaureate d�ee nurse graduates conflict with the rureaucracy to 
their strong professional orientation ard lack of loyalty to a 
particular hospital.  Diploma graduates were l'OC)re compliant since their 
initial loyalty to a particular hospital was developed as a student 
(Corwin & Taves , 1961) . 
Research anong teachers ard social workers presented similar 
fiIrlings . Teachers who were l'OC)re professionally oriented were in 
greater conflict ard less satisfied with their schCXJl systems . A study 
of professional satisfaction among 540 middle schCXJl teachers suggested 
that positive aspects were collegial relations ard student interactions , 
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while negative aspects were workirq corrlitions ani professional prestige 
'(Olissom, Buttery, Prince, & Henson, 1986) . Woodruff ' s  ( 1984 ) study of 
137 teachers suggested that in the more bJreaucratic schools , teachers 
had lower scores of professionalism. A national survey of 682 social 
workers also irrlicated that organizational bJreaucratic factors had a 
greater influence on perfo:nnance than did professionalism (Rieser, 
,1986) . 
Friedson ( 1973) posited, however, that in the domain of the 
health care system "the structural relations among occupations . . .  are not 
established by the management of work organizations rut by occupational 
principle--exercise of authority over work by the occupations 
themselves , often with the support of the state which approves exclusive 
lic:ensi.rg ani jurisdiction" (p. 26) . 'Ihe more established lineage 
professionals were able to maintain their autonomy, prestige, ani 
control in the bJreaucratic organizational setti.rg. However, some 
authors disagreed with Friedson' s  premise of occupational principle. 
Wilensky ( 1961) asserted that as more professionals worked in 
complex organizations the power was more likely to be split among 
various professionals , nonprofessionals ani laypersons . Professionals 
had neither exclusive nor final responsibility for their work. Although 
Wilensky viewed nursi.rg as a marginal profession, he belieVed that 
nursi.rg must incorporate both elements of professional ani bJreaucratic 
models : a professional orientation mixed with career orientation rooted 
in the hierarchial work place (Wilensky, 1961) . Gcx:x:l.e (1960) also 
conterrled that it is no longer possible for lineage professions to 
maintain their professional monopoly, protected by the guild premise. 
Science defines enployment starriards , arrl since the new professionals ' 
origin was fram an academic m:xlel , they functioned urrler different 
criteria in a bureaucratic setting (Goode,  1965) . 
Academic Model 
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The academic m:xlel of professionalism presents a view that today ' s  
professional organizations are learned societies whose member ' s  
allegiance is primarily to the field, arrl orientation is toward social 
c.hanJe . y� professionals arrl students in professional schools 
possess a sq:histicated arrl critical perspective of their roles in 
society that differs from the orientation arourrl the accumulation of 
wealth arrl prestige . Professionals are joining other professionals 
across agencies to form networks of informational exc.hanJe arrl informal 
collal::orational activities that reflect shared ideolcgy. Their work 
often takes place in bureaucratic settings where science defines 
enployment starrlards (DLnront, 1970) . 
Houle ( 1980) expands the professionalism concept to a lifelong 
socialization process in developing characteristics of professional 
behavior . Instead of meeting certain criteria , Houle proposes that the 
professional group should be concerned with continued refinement of 
starrlards . For example, y� professionals will maintain the central 
mission of the profession if it is introduced in the education process 
arrl refined in service (Houle , 1980) . Professionals never fully achieve 
the characteristics rut as the profession raises its performance 
professional reco;p1i tion comes from society. McCloskey arrl McCain 
( 1987) fourrl that in a study of 350 nurses , master ' s  degree nurses are 
rrore satisfied arrl have higher scores on professionalism at the end of 
six Ironths' employrrent than did the other respondents . HClWever, when 
initial expectations are not rret , nurses beCane less attached to the 
job, the organization, and the profession (McCloskey & McCain, 1987) . 
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D.Irront ( 1970) conterrls that professionals must internalize a 
c:anbination of b..lreaucratic, service, and professional concepts . Modern 
society has created new expectations of the professional who must be 
responsive to consumer control ,  be iniifferent to credentials , IXlSsess a 
sense of superordinate pLlrIX)Se , hold an attitude of criticism, be 
iITpatient with the need to change, and be driven by compassion (D.Irront, 
1970 ) . Accorclin;J to D.Irront , the new face of professionalism is turned 
toward social change. The nature of professional life is changinJ as 
Irore professionals are emerginJ fram universities with a sophisticated 
and critical perspective of their roles in society (D.Irront, 1970) . 
These professionals are attemptinJ to develop mutual and supportive 
relationships in research , traininJ, and service prO¥ams , placinJ a 
higher value on the well-beinJ of people. 
Professionalism in Nursing 
NursinJ practice primarily occurs in b..lreaucratic health care 
organizations where the majority of nurses are employed by other 
professionals and nonprofessionals . Professional efforts are fraught 
with conflicts peculiar to nursinJ, often influenced by organizational 
directives and societal forces . Though others have often made basic 
decisions al:x:lut delivery of health care and nursinJ practice , throughout 
the years nursinJ has maintained its idealogy of the care of people, a 
concept devalued by other professionals . HClWever, nurses have been 
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preoccupied by professional status ,  which divided them amoNJ themselves 
arrl their achievi..rg power arrl authority (Lynaugh & Fagin, 1988) . 
Nurses are seen as an oppressed group because of the :images arrl 
symb:>ls linked to female stereotypes arrl female status ascriptions 
(Corley & Mauksch, 1988) . 'Ihroughout history, nursi..rg was a function 
perfonned by women who provided care . American society has not highly 
valued this care-t.akirg aspect of the nursi..rg profession. '!he errluri..rg 
character of rocdern nursi..rg reflected the social reforms of the 
nineteenth century arrl the emphasis of good character fostered by 
Victorian women (LeRoy, 1986) . 
Proponents of autonomy as the critical component of 
professionalism generally viewed nurses as wage professionals arrl who 
were not career oriented. 'TWo theorists who greatly influenced this 
professional view of nurses were Abraham Flexner arrl Arnatai Etzioni . 
Flexner , a prominent educator known for his evaluation of medical 
schools , presented a paper in 1915 titled, "Is Social Work a 
Profession?" In the paper Flexner viewed nursi..rg, like �cy, as "an 
arm added to the medical profession , a special arrl distinctly higher 
form of han:U.craft" ,  (Flexner , 1915 , p .  12 ) . Although Flexner applauded 
nursi..rg' s  effort to achieve professional status ,  he proposed that the 
nurse ' s  role was instnnnental or collaborative at IlDSt arrl not 
autoJ'1aTQUS since "it is the physician who oJ::serves, reflects arrl 
decides" (Flexner , 1915 , p .  12 ) . Flexner , the expert, was never 
questioned. '!he physician' s  authority was stren:Jthened as nurses were 
seen in a deperrlent, sul::ordinate role (Parsons, 1986) . 
Prior to Flexner' s  report, nurses were secure in their identity 
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as professionals . Nursing' s  confidence waned am was replaced by self­
doubt , resulting in a major effort to professionalize (Parsons , 1986) . 
Parsons' synthesis of the American Journal of Nursing articles published 
after Flexner' s  report irrlicated nursing becaIre very preoccupied with 
ways to meet Flexner' s  criteria am the sul:sequent cultural nonns of 
professionalism (Parsons ,  1986) . Since Flexner ' s  definition of 
professionalism becaIre widely accepted, nursing' s  attention focused on 
two themes : ( 1 )  the need for nursing to develop a unique bcdy of 
scientific knc1,..rledge am (2 )  the necessity of assuring autonomy in 
practice. 
A collection of essays edited by Etzioni ( 1969 ) also greatly 
influenced nursing' s  professional status by implying that occupations 
catp:)S€d of warren could not claim professional status . Etzioni ( 1969) 
designated nurses, teachers , am social workers as semi -professionals 
whose role in the organizational environment did not support their 
professional status (Etzioni , 1969) . Katz ( 1969) supported the premise 
by observing that the traditional hospital arrangerrent made nurses 
subservient to {X1ysicians although autoJ1CllOOUS in their patient care . 
'!he present hospital system does not prorrote collegial relationships 
between nurses am {X1ysicians . Katz ( 1969) irrlicated that in order for 
nurses to achieve professional status in this setting, organizational 
arrangerrents would need to c:hanJe . 
since the 1950s many theoretical roodels have created a cultural 
norm for the professional nurse . Nurses have been viewed as not 
controlling the tenns am corrlitions of their work, which strenJthens 
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the prevaili.rg view that nursi.rg is a subordinate , supportive profession 
of medicine . 
The historical interplay by health care administrators an:i 
P'lysicians perpetuated this view due to fear of CXJIl1!?etition from nurses 
and the loss of the nursi.rg student work force in the work setti.rg 
(Parson, 1986) . Efforts to improve the professional status of nurses in 
hospital setti.rgs by early nurse superinterrlents were stymied by the 
political alliances they had to forge with physicians and administrators 
(Reverby, 1987 ) . Hospital administrators , who advocated the system of 
apprentice training, determined wages an:i controlled the work 
envirorunent, seeking the least �ive an:i xrost compliant worker . 
Physicians controlled nursi.rg practice through their care plans for 
patient care. Both hospital administrators an:i physicians influenced 
the roucational content of hospital nursi.rg prcgrarns , later called 
diplana programs (Lancaster, 1986) . 
When nursi.rg organizations focused on state registration laws an:i 
roucational refoIlllS in schools of nursi.rg, they became isolated from the 
majority of workin:J nurses whose concerns were not the same . Nursi.rg 
leaders were concerned about the exploitation of students pursuing 
admission stardards for roucation an:i sought registration laws . Workin:J 
nurses were rrore concerned with wages an:i workin:J corrlitions . Reverby 
( 1987 )  reported "roth ideolcgy an:i social position splintered nursi.rg as 
an occupational group urrlergoi.rg the pressures of a professionalization 
effort" (p. 122 ) . Physicians an:i hospital administrators feari.rg 
canpetition from nurses with rrore roucation or loss of the student lab::>r 
force falght their efforts (Reverby , 1987 ) . The public , not really 
convinced of the necessity for specialized nursi.rq education, did not 
rally to nursi.rq ' s  demands for professional status and autonomy . 
Despite the lack of a united front to improve nursi.rq' s  
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situation , a new hope was to separate nursi.rq education fram the nursi.rq 
service in hospitals . The first national study on nursi.rq culminated in 
the Goldrnark Report of 1923 . Among the report' s  conclusions was support 
for university-based schools of nursi.rq resulti.rq in two levels of 
education and traini.rq for nurses : the expert nurse educated in 
university setti.rqs and the subsidiary nurse who provided routine 
patient care (LeRoy, 1986;  Reverby , 1987 ) . 
Although nursi.rq improved its position by gaini.rq a foothold in 
university setti.rqs , the report stratified the nursi.rq profession . 
Synptans of dishanrony among nurses can be traced to this event (LeRoy, 
1986) . Nurses who favor hospital-based education advocated the need for 
nurses to be expert in the physical and emotional care of hospitalized 
patients , while the proponents of collegiate education argued that 
nurses must deliver services to the entire population (Parsons , 1986) . 
Both groups described nurses as professionals , rut the real issue of the 
debate was what constituted the essence of nursi.rq. 
Physicians and hospital administrators continued to thwart 
att.errpts by nurses to upgrade educational starrlards and improve practice 
corrlitions . A recent exarrple and the latest attempt was the Aroorican 
Medical Association' s  proposal to solve the nursi.rq shortage by the 
creation of the registered care technician to provide bedside care 
(Billingsley, 1988 ; carlsen, 1988) . 
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Despite rrore women enteri.nq the medical profession, physicians 
continued to exert considerable influence over nursi.nq. Medicine 
continued its efforts to stratify nurses as physicians have been faced 
with increased ccrrpeti tion arrl possible decline of income . since 1950 , 
the physician-to population ratio rose from 140 to 175 per 100 , 000 , arrl 
it was estimated that by the erd of the 1980s the ratio would be 240 per 
100 , 000 . The physician population continues to grow with a surplus 
predicted to occur by the year 2000 (Ginzberg, 1981) . 
styles ( 1982 ) , a prominent nursi.nq leader, claimed it was tilre 
for new relations between nursi.nq arrl society. styles proposed four 
goals that the profession of nursi.nq should urrlertake to obtain power 
arrl recognition in the health care system. First, nursing should play a 
central role in the formulation of starrlards of nursi.nq services in the 
'WOrk setti.nq through official representation by nurses on policy-making 
boards . Secord, nursi.nq should designate the baccalaureate degree as 
the starrlard for professional practice . Third, the American Nurses '  
Association' s  definition of nursi.nq practice should be the guideline for 
state nursi.nq practice acts . Arrl last, nursi.nq should ilrplement state 
criteria for specialty practice in nursi.nq (styles, 1982 ) . 
styles ( 1982 )  called these starrlards the parameters of the new 
m:xlel of professional nursi.nq that provided the framework to act arrl to 
cany out the society' s  expectations of nursi.nq, rronitored by nurses . 
The ability to develop professional spirit deperrled on development of an 
assertive posture arrl of a rrovement of unity arrong nurses . Therefore, 
she proposed only that nursi.nq would be able to garner public support 
arrl gain power to control the nursi.nq field (styles , 1982 ) . Edrrturrls ' 
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( 1986) national study of 610 registered nurses suggested that 
professional participation by nurses in policy � arrl developmant of 
a unified approach would increase nurses' professional autonomy arrl 
control in the \YOrk settinq. 
Diers ( 1986) proposed that professional authority of nurses would 
emerge as " . . .  the reN system of hospital reimb.rrsement transfers the 
power of decision �-economic decision �-into the harrls of 
nursinq" (p. 29) . Nursinq' s  lOW' placement in the hospital hierarchial 
system has stymied it' s  authority. '!he power of policy-� was 
transferred back to nursinq via the 1983 system of reilnb.Jrsement .  
Hospitals was interested in defininq the cost o f  patient care. Nursinq 
was in a position to separate nursinq cost from other direct arrl 
in:tirect costs to describe the measures of health care (Diers , 1986) . 
Nursinq already had professional status , it just need  to take 
advantage of its position as a large unified force in the economic 
IMrket. 
Education 
Central to professionalism of nursinq is educational preparation. 
Academic c:cmnunities train the majority of professional nurses . Nursinq 
faculty play a significant role in the developmant of the future 
graduate' s  professional goals . Educational preparation for the practice 
of registered nursinq is obtained from three nursinq programs : 
associate, diploma , and baccalaureate . 
Styles arrl Holzemer ( 1986) raised a concern that if the goal of 
nursinq is educational preparation of the professional nurse then 
"educational mappinq must l:::ecome the core for a national plan to reach 
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our chosen destiny" (p. 64) . Baccalaureate nurses are be� prepared at 
the rate of 24 , 370 per year, roughly one half the output of the cx:xnbined 
associate degree arrl diploma schools (styles & Holzemer , 1986;  USDHHS , 
1988) . '!he exist� arrl projected nurse supply has comes from four 
entry levels of nurs� (lPN, Diploma, ADN, BSN or higher) . '!he 
majority of nurse graduates who took the National Licensure Examination 
for Registered Nurses were from associate degree programs generally 
considered technical tra� for practice (Division of Nurs�, 1986) . 
Nurs� was not able to achieve its 1980-1985 national plan of 
retitl� arrl licens� the baccalaureate degree as the entry level for 
professional practice .  '!his plan was based on the 1965 American Nurses ' 
Association position paper formaliz� the national position that two 
types of nurses were reccgnized: ( 1) technical nurses prepared in 
cxmnunity colleges arrl ( 2 )  baccalaureate nurses prepared at the 
university level (ANA, 1965) . 
Nurs� schools decl� enrollments since the mid 1980s may 
reflected exparrled options for women to achieve professional reward in 
other occupations . Enrollments in basic nurs� programs fell sharply 
from 250, 553 in 1983 to 198 , 339 in 1986 (Tregarthen, 1987 ) . Prospective 
students were enroll� in other educational programs , b..!siness , 
medicine , arrl dentistry, which were admitt� rrore women . A 1986 
nationwide survey of college freshmen by UCLA's Higher Frlucation 
Research Institute reported that nearly five tirres as many women were 
pl� to enter b..!siness careers as were pl� to enter nurs� 
(Tregarthen, 1987 ) . A major shift occurred arrorq freshmen women at four 
year educational institutions . For every ten aspir� to be physicians , 
only eight aspired to be nurses (Green , 1987 ) . Business , rre:licine ard 
dentistry were attracting women who perceived these professions 
facilitated opportunities to enjoy professional status . 
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since education was belieVed to foster professionalism, nursing 
studies using Hall ' s  Professional Inventory Scale fOCllS€rl on nursing 
faculty professional beliefs . Schriner ard Harris ' s  ( 1984 ) study of ]70 
nursing faculty reported that the higher the educational preparation of 
faculty, the higher the attitudes on professionalism. Likewise , 
Miller ' s  ( 1984) study of 600 nurse educators reported doctoral nurse 
faculty have higher views of professionalism. Wakefield-Fisher' s  study 
of 215  nursing faculty teaching in doctoral nursing pr�arns also 
reported higher views of professionalism, further sul:6tantiating the 
results of the two previous studies (Wakefield-Fisher, 1987 ) . 
studies of nursing students ard practicing nurse graduates were 
corrlucted to support the above firrlings .  Generally, nursing students 
held higher views of professionalism, while nurses in the work force 
reported lower views of professionalism. The dissonance in nurses ' 
professional self-image was contriruted to nurses ' inability to improve 
their working corrlitions . Decline in satisfaction, commitment , ard 
professionalism among nurses occurred during the first six JOC)nths of 
work, whether nevJ graduates or experienced nurses . This suggested that 
j ob expectations were not met (McCloskey & McCain ,  1987 ) . In a 
cc:rnparison sanple of 52 graduate nurses, 2 ]  nurse managers , ard 10] 
junior ard senior nursing students from associate degree ard diploma 
nursing schools , Corwin, Taves ard Haase ( 198 1)  reported that students 
hold higher professional views than nurse managers ard staff nurses , 
again suggestin3' that beginning job expectations were not rret. 
Cllristain ' s  ( 1985) comparison sample of 500 nurses in New York state 
reported that bacx:alaureate graduates had a greater professional 
orientation than did associate arrl diploma graduates , rut all 
respoooents viewed hospitals as inhiliitin3' professional practice. 
Nurse leaders overtirre have worked toward havin3' nursin3' 
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education occur in collegiate settin3' (styles , 1982 ) . Joel ( 1988) 
suggested that before state regulatory boards could rrove with titlin3' 
arrl licensure changes, the work place must distinguish amorg nurses 
according to their educational credentials . Professional status for 
nurses in the work settin3' depeOOed on the organization' s will� to 
change its structure to reward professional behaviors . Recent trems 
has been that rrore nurses are pursuin:J bacx:alaureate arrl master' s  
degrees frem schools of nursin3' that are affiliated with colleges arrl 
universities (usarus Secretary' s  Commission on Nursin3', 1988) . 
Work Setting 
'!he lack of control over the terms arrl the coOOitions urrler which 
nurses work was reflected in their feelin3's of powerlessness arrl lack of 
professional autonomy. Aydelotte ( 1982 ) reported that "autonomy resides 
within the technical arrl scientific knowledge of the professionals arrl 
the exclusiveness of their services" (p. 129 ) . Yet nurses continue to 
view themselves as employees rather than as salaried professionals who 
direct work, make clinical decisions , arrl manage the content, the 
®�t±aal path, tirre, arrl selection of services for patients (Aydelotte 
{l.-982) � 
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Nurses , as employees in the organizational structure , experience 
conflict and demonstrate a la,.;er degree of professionalism. Nurses have 
lost control in their struggle with hospitals when they have left the 
initiative in decision-naking to hospital administrators , either by 
aCXJUiescence or by losing legitimacy within the organization by opting 
out of hospital employment ( LeRoy , 1936 ) . The concess ions that 
hospitals extracted from nurses created the domi.nance of organizational 
rules that affect the professiona l ' s  ability to be autonomous and to 
have authority over work conditions . Organi zational stardards 
determined the reward system and demand unconditional loyalty from the 
professional ( SCott , 1982 ) . 
McCloskey and McCain ( 1987 ) longitudinal study of 320  registered 
nurses fou.rd 17 percent of the registered nurses , whether young or 
experienced , left in their first year of work and by the erd of 18 
m::mths ,  24 percent had left . Their findings ,  on the other hard ,  
contradicted rrost of the literature on professionalism, which suggests 
that there was no conflict between professional and I::ureaucratic values . 
Rather , decli.nirq favorableness of the job and the organization 
reflected on the nurse ' s  image of nursing . Koerner , Cohen and 
Armstrong' s  ( 1986) longitudinal study of a collaborative practice model 
of P"lysicians and nurses on a 27-bed rredical unit supported the above 
premise . Urrler the collaborative practice system, nurses were able to 
implement their goals of nursing practice . After one year , physicians 
were able to distinguish more clearly the technical and professional 
roles of nurses , and over 90 percent of the physicians and 100 percent 
of the nurses wanted the collaborative practice continued . 
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Nurses , ha..vever , were not socialized to expect professional 
control of their practice an:l yielded to political an:l economic 
pressures . Many nurses revised their view of in::l.eperrlent practice an:l 
the need. for autonomy as a trade-off for quasi-in::l.eperrlence within the 
corporate structure . Furthermore, older nurses who worked in the 
organizational structure adopted the perspectives of the organization . 
calhoon' s  ( 1985) sample of 89 staff nurses , although a small sample, 
rep::lrted that older nurses had higher scores of compliance than did 
younger nurses who perceived more conflict am less control in the work 
setting . 
Nurses often were arnbi valent about protesting real or perceived 
threats am generally preferred accommodation (Lynaugh & Fagin, 1988) . 
Olristain' s  study rep::lrted that nurses viewed themselves as lacking 
self-regulation arrl were concerned about their lack of control an:l 
accommodation of administrative policies (Olristain, 1986) . Although 
nurses resorted to strikes against hospitals for better working 
corrlitions in various sections of the country, their activities were not 
universal .  
Some authors believed that nursing' s  pa..rer in its numbers (Joel , 
1985) . HaYever, the American Nurses ' Organization' s (ANA) attempted to 
organize nurses were met with mixed success since there are many 
specialty nursing organizations . Approximately 189 , 000 nurses were 
rrembers of the ANA ( ''what ' s  next" , 1988) . Monnig' s  ( 1978 ) study of 300 
registered nurses fram a variety of settings rep::lrted that only nurses 
with rraste.r ' s  degrees believed that it was important to hold membership 
in professional organizations . Bailey ' s  ( 1987 ) more recent study 
reported that only 32 out of 162 baccalaureate nurses irdicated they 
were members of the ANA , although they viewed the professional 
organization as valuable . 
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Corporate management ,  who often are nonnursing professionals , 
require the commit::rrent,  loyalty, arrl control of employees in order to 
reach organizational goals . '!his deman::i created a conflict over 
professional ideals arrong nurses , especially if they were hired, 
prOlT'Oted arrl fired at the will of management (Raelin , 1984 ) . Lewis anj 
Batey ( 1982 ) corrlucted interviews with 12 directors of nursing service 
at selected, small hospitals to obtain the meanirq of the concepts of 
accountability arrl autonomy of nurses . Fi.n:li.nqs irrlicated that in order 
to stren:Jt.hen nursing ' s  position within the organization , it was 
inportant for directors to cultivate values of self-regulation arrl 
autonomy am::>ng nurses in hospitals (Lewis & Batey, 1982 ) . Perry' s  
( 1984 ) Jrore recent study of a rarrlom sample of 106 registered nurses 
reported a J;QSi ti ve correlation between autonomy arrl highest educational 
degree held I:7j nurses . Newer graduates scored higher on autonomy arrl 
self-regulation (Perry , 1984 ) . 
To summarize, nurses viewed themselves in an cx::cupational arrl 
organizational J;QSition in which the freedom, p::lWer, arrl supp::>rt to 
perform their functions have not been accorded to them. Nurses have 
been socialized in the educational system to be professionals, arrl yet 
they remain restrained within their own hierarchy . Nurses have been 
subject to the policies arrl proce::iures of the institutions in which they 
'WOrk. As WCI1leI1, nurses were not socialized to utilize p::lWer to improve 
their J;QSition . When nurse leaders sought to improve nursing' s  position 
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through college education for nursing ,  the work force became stratified. 
Moreover , professional status has been accorded to the lineage 
professions an:i scx::iety ' s  image of nursing has greatly hampered the 
profession' s  progress ta.Nards self-governance . 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Perhaps the rrost immediate outcomes of conflicting expectations 
between management an:i new nurses who enter the work setting are job 
satisfaction an:i nursing turnover . Since the 1930s , nursing shortages 
have occurred in cyclic fashion. The recent shortage in the 1980s was a 
major concern of hospitals , where two thirds of nurses were employed. 
Previous hospital strategies to remedy shortages relied heavily on 
recruitment of nurses from a large pool of new graduates (Prescott, 
1987 ) . However, the declining enrollments in schools of nursing 
supported the fear that nurse vacancies will become JOC)re widespread an:i 
the effect JOC)re severe. 
Through the years , job satisfaction of nurses has been the rrost 
widely studied concept in nursing . Many studies have attempted to 
pinpoint the causes of job dissatisfaction an:i nursing turnover . The 
credibility of the studies varied in their ability to anticipate the 
contriruting elements that appeared to contrihlte to overall job 
satisfaction . stamps and Piedrronte ( 1986) posited that ''Joost of the 
difficulties related to job satisfaction studies are contrib..lted to the 
lack of a well-accepted theoretical framework that could define 
parameters of aFPlied efforts" (p.  2 ) . 
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Some authors distinguished t.etween career ard job satisfaction . 
They often cited career satisfaction as a more long-term ard more 
erduring phenomenon ,  whereas job satisfaction is short-term , requiring 
minimal cornmibnent of the person to organizational activities (Raelin , 
1984 ; Smith, 198 2 ) . Like job satisfaction , ho,.;ever , career orientation 
brought similar concerns aJ::xJut pay, advancement opportunities , 
relationship with elTployer , security, success , ard cornmibnent to the 
organization (Raelin ,  1984 ) . 
other descriptors of j ob satisfaction were positive attitudes of 
elTployees arising from opportunities in the work envirornrent that 
facilitate good workin::J relations with elTployers , success on the job,  
ard other positive experiences in the work situation (Mottaz , 1987 ) . 
Smith , Kerrlall , ard Hulin ( 1969 ) , who have done extensive research on 
j ob satisfaction , defined it "as the feelings a worker has aJ::xJut his 
j ob" ( p .  6 ) . Many nursing studies used j ob satisfaction in::iex to 
rreasure affective responses to the facets of the worker ' s  situation . 
Ho,.;ever , the in::iex lacked a well-defined theoretical frarrework . 
Concern aJ::xJut elTployees ' level of j ob satisfaction was 
traditionally assigned to the academic domain . The major motivation for 
studying work satisfaction was to create a link t.etween productivity ard 
satisfaction (Tosi ,  Rizzo, & carroll ,  1986) . Although varied ard 
contrasting results have been reported , 10,.; j ob satisfaction has been 
directly linked to al::senteeism, accident rates , ard tardiness , while 
increasing j ob satisfaction has been linked to increased productivity 
( stamps  & Piedmonte , 1986 ) . 
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Economic theories were often used to study the supply of nurses 
arrl in order to urrlerstan::l national labor markets arrl shifts in 
a<?¥egate supply arrl/or denarrl . In the health care irrlustry , where 
lal::or costs are a major part of the l::udget, turnover rate arron:J nurses 
has often been cited as the cause of nursirq' shortages . Predictors of 
the labor force participation at local hospitals were used to urrlerstan::l 
nursirq' shortages at the national level (Prescott, 1987 ) . 'l\lrnover 
data , h�ever, suggested that many nurses did not leave nursirq'; rather 
they took a similar jots at another hospitals settirq' (Aiken, 1982 ; 
Weisman, Alexa:rrler & Olase ,  1981) . Thus , the a<?¥egate data used to 
explain nurse shortages may not be accurate since this only sh� the 
revol virq' door at that aggregate level (Prescott, 1987 ) . 
The inability to document the relationships of such factors arrl 
job satisfaction from one unit of analysis to another is important. 
This is why hospitals terri to believe that nursirq' shortages has been 
caused by socioderrographic factors beyorrl their control (Prescott , 
1987) . It fostered the recruit::m:mt solution to the problem of hospital 
shortages . SUch response failed to acJ<na...rledge other important factors 
that contrib.rt:ed to retention of nurses in the work settirq' such as 
sufficient nursirq' staff ,  support from nursirq' managerrent arrl hospital 
administration, schedulirq' factors , arrl salary arrl benefits (Buerhaus , 
1987 ; Prescott & Bowen, 1987 ) . 
Organizational theorists , over the past 60 years , formulated 
several theories to address employee productivity, human relationships , 
arrl JOOSt recently, the task attrihltes of the job as well as the 
interpersonal arrl organizational context in which it is performed (l-bos, 
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1986) . Beginning theory on organizational behavior and job satisfaction 
traced its roots to the concept of scientific managerrent.  Frederick 
Taylor, the rrost prominent theorist, assumed that irrlividual perforrrance 
can be rrctivated if rewards are tied directly to the worker' s  carefully 
planned tasks . His studies led to concerns of worker fatigue , boredom, 
and job design (Tosi et al. , 1986) . Mayo, who in the 1930s experimented 
with world..n:J (Xlrditions of a chosen group of factory employees (the 
Hawthorne studies) ,  (Xlncluded that the group interaction and leadership 
practice affected worker satisfaction and perforrrance . '!his led to the 
humanistic rrcverrent and theories of rrctivation. '!he following 
theoretical approaches have been rrore closely associated with nursing: 
the multiplicative lOCldel of need fulfillment theory by Vroom ( 1964 ) 
based on Maslow's hierarchy of needs , the two-factor theory by Herzberg 
( 1959) , and the social-ecological framework by Moos ( 1986) . 
Multiplicative Need Fulfillment '!heory 
'!he multiplicative lOCldel has been a variation of the need 
fulfillment theory developed by Vroom ( 1964 ) . '!he need fulfillment 
theory, based on Maslow's theory of hierarchy of needs , posited that the 
greater the need , the rrcre satisfied the person will be when it is 
fulfilled (stamps & Piedrronte , 1986) . It used a multi-dimensional lOCldel 
that measures the degree to which the job fulfills work-related and 
personal needs . '!he components of Vroom' s  theory are supervision, 
the work group, job (Xlntent, wages , promotional opportunities , and hours 
of work (Vroan, 1964 ) . 
M:::lst corrlucive to job satisfaction appeared to be a work 
envirornnent that provided high pay, promotional opportunities , 
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considerate ard participatory supervision , opportunities to interact 
with peers , ard a high degree of control over work methods ard work pace 
(Vroom, 1964 ) . Importantly, Vroom ' s  theory emphasized that work 
satisfaction cannot be taken as totally separate fram personal factors 
of satisfaction. Vroom suggested that the rrore satisfied a worker is , 
the rrore he or she is inclined to remain in the position (Vroom, 1964 ) . 
Although his study ard review of other studies of job satisfaction ard 
job performance yielded rrodest correlations in worker satisfaction ( . 05 
to . 86) , Vroom suggested that continued review of irrli vidual worker 
satisfaction may result in better job satisfaction theories . Vroom 
concluded that there is no simple relationship between job satisfaction 
ard job performance , ard suggested that the variables may be two 
distinct outcome variables (Vroom, 1964 ) . 
'TWo Factor 'Theory of Job Satisfaction 
Most research studies generally reported that the physiolo:]ical or 
lC1.Ner-order needs of workers were satisfied in the work setting while 
they continually seek to satisfy their higher-order needs (MaslC1.N, 
1970) . A grC1.Ning concern of workers appeared to be related to pC1.Ner , 
prestige , arrl autonomy in the organizational hierarchy (Bush , 1988 ; 
Prescott , 1986) . 
Herzberg' s  theoretical framework of job satisfaction was 
par:-ially based on MaslC1.N ' S  hierarchy of needs rut differentiates 
between lC1.Ner-order arrl higher-order needs . Herzberg, Mausner arrl 
Snyderman ( 1958)  conceptualized people as having two separate needs in 
the work setting , one that affects satisfaction arrl the other that 
affects dissatisfaction . 
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The factors that affected satisfaction were rrotivational factors 
or higher-order needs , the elements of achievement ,  recognition , 
advancement ,  growth , arrl respons ibi lity. When present ,  these factors 
pra:iuced high levels of work satisfaction since they satisfied the 
person ' s  need for self-actualization. However , their absence did not 
necessarily pra:iuc:e work dissatisfaction . The other separate set of 
factors were hygiene factors or lower-order needs , company policy arrl 
administration , supervision , interpersonal relationships , work.irq 
con:litions , pay , status , arrl j ob security . When these factors 
deteriorated to a level below what is considered acceptable , j ob 
dissatisfaction ensued (Herzberg , et al . 1959 ) . These two factors were 
not polar opposites on a continuum rut instead operated as two separate 
arrl scxnetimes unrelated phenomena . A person could be both satisfied arrl 
dissatisfied with the work setting at the sa:rre time .  
Although a popular theory arrl widely researched, Herzberg ' s  
theory represents the complexity of measuring levels of work 
satisfaction ; one factor may be a satisfier for one person arrl not for 
another . It has been controversial since it used the incident recall 
methcx:l . The notion, rroreover , that satisfaction arrl dissatisfaction are 
b,..Q distinct arrl separate dimensions has been widely debated (stamps & 
Piedm::mte, 1986 ) . Researchers have fourrl that the relationship between 
rrotivational arrl hygiene factors arrl work satisfaction was neither 
consistent nor always cx::curring in the predicted direction (House & 
Wigdor , 1967) . For example, White arrl McQuire ' s  ( 197 3 )  study of 3 4  
nurse supervisors reported that an additional factor , competence-
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commitment-contentment of allied persormel co-workers , emerged ard could 
not be classified as either a Jrotivator or a hygiene factor . 
Some authors even suggest that the wrong questions were being 
raised. The work paradigm was bJi.lt on theories that fail to reccgnize 
the hierarchial poNer system in which rrost people work . Work 
satisfaction was related to workers' level of frustration in the work 
environment ard affected their level of performance (Korman , 197 1 ;  Nord , 
1974 ) . Many research studies using the humanistic approach a.ssurre:l that 
the rrajority of workers continued seek to satisfy their higher-order 
needs . Yet self-actualization , the rrost illlportant need identified by 
MaslCM, was often not achievable in the work setting for rrany workers . 
For example , Sloa.nn, SUsman ard Sheridan' s  ( 1972)  COI'l'parison study of 39 
professional ard 4 1  paraprofessional employees reported that 
professionals perceive they have higher prestige , Jrore job autonomy ard 
report higher levels of job satisfaction than do paraprofessionals . 
'!his might have been related to the psychological factors associated 
with perceived expectations of superiors ard subordinates (Sloa.nn, 
SUsman & Sheridan ( 1972 ) . 
Social-Ecological Model 
Most recently job satisfaction was viewed as related to an 
in:lividual/organizational system commitment . The intrinsic am 
extrinsic benefits that workers received in a reciprocal relationship 
between management ard employees (Moos , 1986 ) . '!his IOCdel depicted a 
broad , CClTplex view of the worker' s  environmental system as a::mposed of 
organizational am work-related factors as well as personal factors . 
l-b:ls ( 1986) conterrled that "the personal ard environmental systems 
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affect each other , as do work ard non-work factors in roth systems" 
(p.  11) . The individual perspective of the situation ard the interplay 
with the environment resulted in individual adaptation ard satisfaction 
in the work setting (Moos , 1986 ) . A national study by Bokerreier ard 
Lacey ( 1986)  of 7 , 812 male ard female resporrlents reported that job 
rewards , job values , working c:orrlitions , individual attrirutes ard 
occupational prestige were important indicators of job satisfaction . 
Moos ( 1987 ) proposed that an optimal match between the person ard 
the environment c:ontriruted to morale ard reduces dysfunctional aspects 
in the work setting. For example, a c:orresporrlence between personal ard 
work environments could be complimentary. Moska.vitz ard Scanlan ' s  
( 1986)  cross-sectional survey design o f  170 allied health program 
directors indicated that a complementary relationship existed between 
organizational arrl professional commitment . Even with relatively la.v 
levels of commitment to the organization, program directors exhibiting 
strong professional affiliation could firo gratification in fulfilling 
institutional roles (Moska.vitz & Scanlan, 1986 ) . Ha.vever , this study 
did not represent the majority of workers in the work force. Mottaz ' s  
( 1987)  descriptive survey of 1 , 385 full-time workers from five 
haTOgeneous occupational groups suggested that work rewards were better 
indicators of j ob satisfaction arrl have a greater effect on 
organizational commitment . Irrlividual characteristics had very little 
ilTpact (Mottaz 1987 ) . 
From the review of the literature of j ob satisfaction, it 
cq:peared that many views have been proposed ard with diverse results . 
Slavitt , et al . ( 1978) reported that even though j ob satisfaction 
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studies focused on rrany variables , including the relationship of 
psycholOjical variables and organizational factors , rrany were unable to 
pinpoint needs that would predict satisfaction in all j ol::s . 
Job Satisfaction in Nurses 
within the health care field , nurses have been the group rrost 
often studi ed ,  and the theoretical framework rrost often used was 
Herzberg ' s  two-factor theory ( Slavitt et al . ,  1978 ) . Positions in 
nursing have traditionally met the safety and security needs of nurses . 
Recent research showed that nurses repeatedly emphasize recognition , 
achievement , responsibil ity and growth as being the most in1f.ortant long-
term j ob satisfiers ( Berns ,  1982 ) . Decreases in nursing school 
enrollment , increase of nursing unions , strikes at the staff level , and 
the m:Jvement of nurses to other positions and other f ields suggested 
continuirq discontent over the years (Kleinknecht & Hef fer in , 198 2 ;  
Raelin, 1984 ) . More women have been entering the work force and over 60 
percent are employed in the work force . Most opted for other fields , 
perceiving that nursing offers low wages and few rewards ( "are we 
becaning" , 1989 ) . sti l l ,  m:Jre registered nurses have been employed in 
hospital settings where presently 68 percent hold staff nurse positions 
(USDHHS Secretary ' s  Commission on Nursing, 1988 ) . This firrling was 
verified in a Commonwealth of Virginia study in 1986 (Cornmonwealth of 
Virginia Department of Health Regulatory Boards , 198 6) . 
Nursing opportunities for professional growth , prestige , PJWer , 
and autonomy were frequently cited as major areas of long-term j ob 
satisfaction (Berns, 1982 , Prescott , 198 1) . Most nurses agreed that 
there was a short-term need to correct the wage compression, which was 
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one major factor in the current nursing shortage . Although begi.nnin:J 
salaries for nurses were comparable to salaries in other professional 
careers , many nurses reached their peak earni..rq power within five years 
(Billingsley, 1989 ) . Prescott ( 1987 ) reported that "tcday the 
differential retween a beginning arrl an experienced nurse remains very 
slim, with staff nurses in practice five years or less averaging 
approximately $22 , 000 per year, arrl nurses with 6 to 10 years ' 
experience averaging $25 , 000 arrl gaining little thereafter" ( p .  206) . 
To combat vacancy rates , many hospitals have invested in advertisements 
of bonuses , rut as wage rates increased , employers tried to use less 
labor arrl explored types of equipment that could reduce labor costs 
(Murphy ,  1988 ) . 
A gra.'ing segment of the nurse supply is the agency nurse . 
Temporary nurse agencies both big arrl srrall reported a gra.'ing demard 
for agency nurse services . Although no specific figures have been 
reported on the m.nnber of nurses employed by these agencies , the 
evidence sha.'ed that the field was � rapidly . Even hospitals 
which were not experiencing a severe shortage of nurses often relied on 
temporary nurses when the patient census was up .  '!his stemmed in part 
from hospitals trying to contain labor costs arrl to keep their full-time 
staff as lean as possible . For nurses , high pay arrl flexibility in 
scheduling appeared to re the 1!'ajor attractions of temporary work 
(Selby, 1988 ) . 
'!here was an intense effort by hospitals to increase the 
prcx:luctivity of nursing services while keeping labor costs da.'n. Many 
hospitals were renewing efforts to retain nursing staff to direct 
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patient care and were moving tCMTard a registered nursing staff (Hinshaw, 
Srooltzer , & At:wocx:i , 198 1 ) . The national labor pool of nurses increased 
despite decl ining enrollments in schools of nursing (USDHHS , 1988 ) . 
More nurses were working , reflecting an overal l  trero of women in the 
work force . The nurse labor force increased from 72 . 7  percent in 1977 
to 7 8 . 7  percent in 1984 (Division of Nursing ,  1986) . 
The growing movement of career development in nursing is the 
clinical ladder system . This was described by zi.mrner as a strategy to 
help solve recruitment and retention problems in nursing ( Davis , 1987 ) . 
This was a vehicle used by hospitals to encourage nurses to stay in 
clinical nursing by promotion opportunities to reward and retain 
registered nurses (Prescott , 1987 ) . A cl inical ladder program could 
have multiple objectives . One was to improve the quality of care by 
rewarding personal growth . Another obj ective was to improve nurses ' job 
satisfaction and reduce turnover (Decker , 1985 ) . Clinical ladder mcdels 
have been developed as a strategy for professional recognition 
(Kneedler, Col lins , & Lavery , 1987 ) . However , some authors I::elieved 
that it was a further ploy to stratify professionals in the work force 
(D..Irront, 1970) . 
Kleinknecht and Hefferin ( 1982)  reported that nurses perceived 
little administrative support for their pursuit of personal and 
professional growth in the work setting, and that they felt powerless . 
Programs for self-direction and professional growth amo� nurses were 
identified as one way to retain nurses . Participation in in::iividualized 
career development was one factor that could lead to satisfaction and 
retention of nurses within the organization (Kleinknecht & Hefferin, 
1982 ) . 
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Nurse researchers suggested that the feeling of pc:M'erlessness was 
a major cause of job dissatisfaction aJTOng nurses employed in hospitals 
(Bush, 1988 ; Hinshaw, et al . 198 1 ) . Berns ( 1982 ) and Smith ( 1982)  
called for strategies to rerre:ly this situation by changing the image of 
nursing fram a job to a career that promoted self-actualization , a 
professional ideal . '!he nurse professional of 1980s has beccRne rrore 
assertive by asking questions about patient care and requesting rrore 
control of the work setting. Research on nursing turnover in:licated 
that the problems were not the rrotivators or characteristics of nurses 
rut rather the nature of hospital nursing jots and incentive structures 
(Weisman, 1982 ) . 
'!he classic longitudinal study of nurses ' job satisfaction by 
Weisman , Alexarrler and 01ase ( 1982 ) was a two-stage panel study of 1200 
hospital full-t.irre staff nurses at two large university-affiliated 
hospitals . Nurses were employed in 105 units representing all major 
clinical areas . '!he researchers foun:l that perceptions of autonomy and 
task delegation were consistent predictors of job satisfaction followed 
by incentive structures promoting nurses to higher levels of clinical 
responsibility (Weisman , Alexarrler & 01ase ,  198 1 ) . Another study of 
4 , 987 nurses in five hospitals by Simpson ( 1985) reported that the five 
rrotivating factors identified by Herzberg (achieverrent ,  recognition, 
work itself, responsibility, and advancerrent) were not met . 
Dissatisfaction with the various aspects of work and the work 
envirornnent were reported by the majority of nurses . 
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When clinical nurses were rewarded for nursirq skill ard 
perfornance in patient rranagement , they ten::led to remain in the patient­
care delivery role , ard the environment was corrlucive to attractirq 
patients ard physicians to an institution (Hinshaw, et al . 1987 ) . 
Taunton ard otterran ( 1986) survey of 581 staff nurses descri..l::ed seven 
major components of staff nurses ' role . Professional activities 
cons�sted of participatirq in continuing education ard readirq research 
reports ard professional literature . Job activities were related to 
coordinatirq care alOClng various disciplines , counselirq patients , ard 
actirq as advocates for patients . Autonomy ard authority issues were 
related to nurses ' freedom to initiate referrals for patients to other 
health care providers , to develop relationships with physicians , ard to 
CCITIIllllnicate nurses ' decision about patient care (Taunton & otterran, 
1986) . 
Lack of opportunities to exercise autonomy ard authority were 
often cited as major concerns by nurses . Prescott ( 1986) collected data 
in 1981 and 1982 from staff nurses , nursirq administrators , physicians 
and hospital administrators to gain a perspective on the factors that 
affected nurse turnover in hospitals . Fifteen hospitals participated in 
the sample which included four private teachi..ng' hospitals , eight church 
or CCITIIllllnity-owned hospitals , ard three municipal hospitals . Both 
quantitative and qualitative data was collected ard step-wise multiple 
regression was perfonned . High vacancy rates were predicted by the 
canbined efforts of inadequate working corrlitions , minimal opportunities 
for decision making ard fragrrented patient care . Prescott suggested 
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that a relationship existed between nurse vacancy rates an::l. irdepe.rdence 
of nursirq practice (Prescott , 1986) . 
Another major study conducted by Hinshaw, Smeltzer an::l. Atwooj 
( 1987 ) used a five-stage theoretical m:xiel of organizational an::l. 
irrlividual factors that would influence job satisfaction. 
Organizational factors were group cohesion an::l. control over practice an::l. 
autonomy . Irrlividual factors were age, education, an::l. kinship 
responsibilities . Sixty-eight percent or 1 , 094 nurse participants were 
frClll urban hospitals an::l. 32 percent or 503 nurse participants were from 
smaller nrral hospitals . Control over practice factors influenced 
organizational job satisfaction in addition to job stress an::l. group 
cohesion. Group cohesion, they fourrl, was lOC>re important for 
baccalaureate than for diploma prepared nurses . Conversely, organization 
satisfaction an::l. the ability to control practice was lOC>re important for 
the diploma prepared nurse . Professional status an::l. control of practice 
were named by nurses as the rrost important factors of job satisfaction 
(Hinshaw, et. al 1987 ) . 
To summarize , professional status an::l. autonomy appeared to be 
lO)"XJ-stan:::ling issues of job satisfaction. studies conducted by Slavitt 
et al . ( 1978)  an::l. stamps an::l. Piedmonte ( 1986) reported that levels of 
job satisfaction for staff nurses was predicted by degree of autonomy . 
since autonomy was also considered a professional attrihlte, strategies 
to retain nurses in the marketplace were best addressed by an in-depth 
view of professional issues an::l. the sources of job satisfaction. 
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SUMMARY 
Sociologists ' theoretical concepts of professionalism greatly 
influenced the professional development of occupations in the work 
setti.rq . The conceptual definitions proposed by Greenwcxxl. ( 1957)  an::l 
Scott ( 1965) an::l the empirical research by Hall ( 1968 ) described an 
envirorIIOOnt an::l set forth the norms for sul::sequent research on 
professionalism. Flexner ( 1915) an::l Etzioni ' s  ( 1969 ) conceptual 
descriptors of nursi.rq as a marginal profession have greatly influenced 
views of nursi.rq' s  professional status . 
Despite newer theoretical approaches , the lineage professions of 
medicine ,  law, ani theology remain the societal paradigm of 
professionalism. There appears to be no general consensus on the 
definition of professionalism. Definitions have varied depending on 
p..rrpose ani PJint of view'. Nursi.rq has never been considered to be a 
true profession. Diers ( 1986) made an astute ol::servation when she 
reported that the world has an outdated view' of nursi.rq. Nursi.rq is 
still professionally young rut has the PJtential to becorre a p::lWerful 
economic force (Diers , 1986 ) . 
Occupational sociologists have raised many issues , rut their 
theoretical frameworks about job satisfaction as applied to nursi.rq has 
been inadequate . The rrost controversial theoretical frarrework used in 
nursi.rq studies has been Herzberg' s  two-factor theory focusi.rq on 
hygiene ani rrativation . However, rrost issues affecti.rq job satisfaction 
of nurses appeared to be mul ticiiJrensiona l .  These included issues such 
as professional gra.vth an::l status , autoncmy, control of practice , 
worki..rq corxlitions , wage compression , ard support from nursing 
management ard hospital administration . 
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A confusing dichotomy has emerged between nursing education ard 
practice . Nursing education has socialized nursing graduates to have 
greater expectations of autonomy ard professionalism while nursing 
practice denied these expectations . Although many factors have been 
identified as affecting job satisfaction in the work setting, autonomy 
ard professionalism control appear as major recurring therres in 
nursing. Thus , participation in the control of the work enviroronent ard 
it' s  tasks surface as vital to the future of professionalism of nurses . 
The current study has been designed to further clarify the 
essence of nursing as a profession. 
rnAPTER 'THREE : MEIHOCOLCGY 
DESIGN AND FQPUlATION 
The design for this study was an analytical-descriptive survey . 
The purp:>se was to describe the existiNJ phenomena of nurses ' view of 
their professional status arrl their job satisfaction in a variety of 
health care settiNJs . Descriptive survey research is limited to 
characteriziNJ sarethiNJ as it is , the status quo, although it can 
suggest tentative casual relationships . Analytical research attempts to 
derive relationships , SI..Ulll1\arize fi.n:li.ngs arrl drawn <x>nclusions from the 
data . The purp:>se is to describe arrl analyze an existiNJ phenomenon by 
quantitative means with no manipulation or treabnent of subjects 
(McMillan & Schumaher, 1984 ) . 
The population of this study was 46 , 4 52 registered nurses in 
Virginia who were from the 1988 Virginia Board of NursiNJ Registry . The 
Registry only <x>ntains the nurse I s name, address , license mnnber , arrl 
renewal date . Five designated regions developed by ZIP Code with their 
known population of nurses were Region I ,  12 , 906 ; Region II , 10 , 599 ; 
Region III , 9 , 898 ; Region IV, 7 , 239 ; arrl Region V, 5 , 810 . The purpose 
of dividiNJ the population into five regions was to obtain a closer 
approximation of registered nurses ' views across the state of Virginia 
(see Apperrli.x D for regions by ZIP Code) . 
Sample Distri.rution 
A two percent stratified rarrlom sample was CCllTpUter drawn from 
each designated p:>pUlation region. A total sample of 929 registered 
nurses represented by region are Region I ,  2 58 ; Region II 212 ; Region 
III , 198 ; Region IV, 145 ;  arrl Region, 116 . A stratified rarrlom sample 
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selected in this manner is to closely approxinate the pop.liation 
characteristics in the state of Virginia (Agresti & Finlay, 1986 ) . 'The 
sample size of 929 was chosen to minimize error since the investigator 
expects to firrl slight differences aJOClrq' the irrleperdent variables 
(highest levels of education, current job positions am Jl'ajor work 
settings) am nurses ' views of professionalism. 'The research aim is to 
obtain a meaningful interpretation of the data . 
PROCEDURE 
A Jl'ailed survey packet was sent to each sample participant . 'The 
packet contained an overview letter , three instruIrents for collection of 
data, am a postcard to acl<J1o.yledge completion of instruIrents am 
request for a summary of the results . 'The overview letter contained 
infonnation including rationale for the research study, methods to 
assure confidentiality, am guidelines for completion of survey 
:in.st.n.unents (see Apperrli.x C for letter to participants) . A research 
identification code on the first page of the instruIrent package was used 
for Jl'ailing � am for data analysis . Participants were asked to 
respord to three instruIrents presented in a combined fonnat: ( 1) a 
questionnaire about their backgrourrl am experience , ( 2 )  stone am 
Knopke ' s  Health care Professional Attitude Inventory, am ( 3 )  Atwocx:1 am 
Hinshaw' s  Work Satisfaction Scale (see Apperrli.x B for instruIrents) . A 
postcard was included requesting that participants return it to the 
researcher when they have completed the instruIrent package . It had an 
identification code on the back (see Apperrli.x C for postcard content) . 
'The sarre identification code was on the first page am sul::sequent pages 
of the instruIrent package . 
A time frarre of two weeks from the initial date of mailing the 
survey packet was established for the return of instrurrents by sample 
participants . If no response was received two weeks after the initial 
mailing, a follOW' up letter was sent . The investigator established a 
42-day cut-off date before the data is tabJ.lated . 
lllSIRUMENI'ATION 
Three instruments were used for the collection of data . 
Nurses '  Backgrourd and Experience Questionnaire (1989) was a 
questionnaire created by the researcher composed of 10-items used to 
elicit data about nurses' backgrourd and professional experiences . 
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Three of the items addressed the irrleperrlent variables : highest level 
of education, current job position, and major work setting . Other items 
included the participant' s  employment status , the shift normally worked, 
the mnnber of years employed, lerqth of current position, years employed 
in nursing ,  gerrler and year born, and ethnic backgrourd. Participants 
were asked to circle the appropriate response to each i tan of the 
questionnaire (see � B for questionnaire) . 
stone and Knopke ' s  (1978) Health care Professional Attitude 
Inventory, the secorrl instrurrent ,  IOCdified by Lawler ( 1988 ) , is used to 
measure participants ' attitudes t.a.Jard professionalism. Permission to 
use the Inventory was granted by both researchers (see Apperrlix A for 
permission letters) . The IOCdified instrurrent contains 38-items using a 
five-point response Likert scale to corresporrl with IAIrront' s  ( 1970) 
paradigm of professionalism. The Inventory neither supports nor negates 
the six constructs of IAIrront' s  paradigm of professionalism (consumer 
control , irrlifference to credentials , superordinate p.rrpose, attitu::le of 
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criticism, ilnpatient with the rate of ch.an:Je, arrl COI'L'paSSion) . 'Ihe 
items represent the participant' s  attitude arrl approach to the nature , 
duties , arrl responsibilities of her/his profession (stone, 1978) . 1he 
participant' s  responses are thought to reflect a professional attitude . 
Seven scores are obtainable : a canp:lSite score reflecti.n;J the 
irrlividual ' s  total professional attitude arrl six category scores 
reflecti.n;J the irrli vidual ' s  response to D..nrDnt' s fourrlational principles 
(stone , 1987 ) . 
Alpha coefficients on the Inventory were obtained by stone ( 1978) 
fram a sanple of 153 freshman nursi.n;J students arrl a sanple of 201 first 
year medical students . Alpha coefficients were corrlucted for each of 
the sul:scales of the instnnnent as well as item-to-item scale 
correlations ard. for each of the six categories ranged fram . 17 
( superordinate purpose) to . 70 (consumer control) . However, overall 
coefficients were . 70 for nursi.n;J students arrl . 79 for medical students , 
irrlicati.n;J the items were internally consistent for the whole Inventory 
(stone, 1978 ) . stone ( 1978) attr:il:utes the low alpha coefficients for 
the two sul:scales , superordinate purpose ( .  17 to . 28)  ard. irrlifference 
to credentials ( .  23  to . 29 )  to the small munber of i terns (6)  
representi.n;J each construct. 
Lawler ( 1988 )  rrcd.ified stone' s  arrl Knapke' s  Inventory with the 
assistance of eight nursi.n;J experts who taught/or administered programs 
for baccalaureate students . A two rourrl analysis of the Inventory was 
corrlucted . In the first rourrl, panel revisions were related to item 
construction, the rankin:} scale, ard. the scori.n;J . Questionable items 
were rrcd.ified or deleted, arrl construction of new items was implerrented 
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to measure the domain, resultirg in the arrrent 38-items to rreasure 
professionalism. '!he response scale was c::hanJed to a 5-point response 
Likert scale (stro�ly agree to stro�ly disagree) to be Il'Ore explicit 
ard to all� computer scannin:J for large semples. '!he scorirg plan was 
sinplified to arsolute scores (lawler, 1988) . 
In the secord rourrl the panel judged each item as to its 
relevance to the operationally defined constructs of professionalism. 
Consistency of instrument perfonnance is obtained by the degree of 
agreement of interrater scores to the sarre objects or responses (Waltz 
et. al ,  1984 ) . A coefficient of agreement was set at . 75 ( 1 . 0  is 
considered a perfect agreement) , the acceptance of an item. Interrater 
coefficients of agreement ranged from . 75 to 1 . 0 ,  sh�irg agreement on 
items tappirg concepts (lawler , 1988) . 
lawler ( 1988) obtained further reliability ard validity data on 
the m:x:lified Inventory. A semple was corrposed of 77 senior nursirg 
students (41 participants were from two baccalaureate programs ard 36 
participants were from one associate degree program) . Construct 
validity was detenni.ned by contrastirg the two groups , anticipatirg that 
baccalaureate students would score higher on professionalism. 
Significant differences were obtained between the group means on five of 
the six subscales (J2< . 05) , ard on the total instrument . '!he subscale 
attitude of criticism was the only one not fourrl to discriminate 
(lawler, 1988) . 
Further validity testirg was att:errpted by lawler in the 
application of the convergence principle is based on the premise that 
different rreasures of the sarre construct should correlate highly with 
each other (Waltz ard Bausell ( 1981) . 
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lawler ( 1988) used the m:xlified 
stone ard Knapke's Inventory ard the m:xlified Corwin' s  Professional 
sul::scale Role 1 that purports to measure professionalism. Weak positive 
correlations of the constructs were fourrl between the two measures . 
lawler ( 1988) attribJ.ted it to the .i:rrpreciseness of the Corwin' s  scale, 
since strong p::>sitive correlations were fourrl between stone ard Knapke' s  
total Inventory ard its scales (lawler, 1988) . 
Internal consistency of the m:xlified stone ard Knapke' s  Inventory 
was assessed by lawler ( 1988) using Cronbach Alpha . According to Waltz 
et al . ( 1984 ) , alpha coefficient is preferred because internal 
consistency of an instrument is achieved to the extent that all of its 
items are measuring the same characteristic . '!he alpha for the total 
Inventory was . 73 i however, lower reliability coefficients for the 
sul::scales were fourrl. When a group of participants are horrogeneous in 
the attribJ.te being measured, the alpha is generally lower (Waltz et 
al . , 1984 ) . Alpha ranged from . 30 (compassion) to . 60 (COJ"lSl.IlTer 
control) for five of the sul::scales except for . 07 superordinate purpose . 
'!he sul::scale superordinate purpose again proved troublesome , reflecting 
the lowest item intercorrelation. '!he lower reliability coefficients on 
the sul::scales , likewise , were attribJ.ted by lawler (1988 ) to the small 
number of items ( 6-7 ) that comprise each sul::scale . 
Despite the lower reliability coefficients on the sul::scales , the 
firrlings irrlicated that the m:xlified stone ard Knapke' s  Inventory could 
prove to be useful as a measure of professional orientation in nursing. 
'!he overall reliability appeared to be sourrl for the entire instrument .  
since the major purpose of this study was to determine the overall views 
of professionalism of nurses , the superordinate sul::scale was not 
analyzed. 
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'!he rrodified stone arrl Knapke' s  ( 1978) Health care professional 
Attitude Inventory was used to measure professionalism of nurses in this 
study. 
Atwocx:l arrl Hinshaw' s  (1984) Work Satisfaction Scale, the third 
instrument, is a rrodification of Slavitt arrl Associates ( 1978) 
Occupational Satisfaction of Hospital Nurses Instnnnent. '!he Scale 
contains 32-items us� a five-point Likert response scale (stroNJly 
agree to stroNJly disagree) . Five sul::scales address the aspects of pay 
or reward, professional status , interaction/cohesion, administration, 
arrl task requirements . Pennission to use the Scale was granted by the 
researchers (see Appen:lix A for permission letter) . 
'!he original instrument by Slavitt et al. ( 1978) contains two 
parts :  Part A ,  a 15-itern forced r� of six components , arrl Part B, 
48-items of attitudes that represents six sul::scales . '!he instrument is 
based on Maslow's arrl Herzberg' s  theories about work satisfaction . Half 
of the items within each sul::scale are phrased positively arrl half 
negati vel y . Each sul::scale yields a separate score arrl a total score for 
the entire scale. 
Test� of the original instrument was corrlucted us� two 
sarrples of nurses employed in two urban hospitals . In the first 
hospital, 83 percent of 336 nurses participated in study dur� the 
summer of 1972 . In the second hospital ,  62 percent of 450 nurses 
participated in the study dur� the SI.llTUT'er of 1974 . A rrodification of 
the Instrument was also developed arrl tested dur� the SI.llTUT'er of 1974 , 
geared toward health care professionals in an a:mI:ulatory setti..rq that 
included P1ysicians , nurses ani support staff persormel . All three 
groups ranked the ccmponent of autonomy as nost inportant . Although 
nurses valued autonomy the nost, they were only m::xierately satisfied 
with it in their current position (Slavitt et al . ,  1978 ) . 
Validity ani reliability of the instrument was obtained by 
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Slavitt et al . ( 1978) usi..rq factor analysis based on the responses fram 
the secon::l hospital with a 62 percent return rate. A Varimax rotation 
prcduced 19 factors that accounted for 59 percent of the variance aIOCln:J 
items . Regroupi..rq of the items occurred in each sul::6cale, which 
provided for maximum interpretability ani reduced the 78-item inst.rurrent 
to 48-items that rrore closely approximated the concepts of Maslow' s 
hierarchy of needs (Slavitt et. al . ,  1978 ) . Accorcli..n:J to Waltz et al . 
( 1984 ) factor analysis is considered an empirical data reduction tool 
that simultaneously assists in de� the different constructs 
un::lerlyi..rq the items . 
Internal reliability of the instrument was obtained usi..rq 
Cronbach Alpha . Slavitt ani Associates ( 1978) found that for the 72-
items overall reliability was . 929 ; for the 48-items chosen by factorial 
analysis , . 912 .  SUbscale reliability for the 48-items instrument ran:Jed 
fram . 696 (autonomy) to . 846 (pay) . High reliability of the sul::6cales 
suggests that each item within the sul::6cales measures that particular 
aspect of job satisfaction. 
Further research occurred after the original testi..rq. Atwood ani 
Hinshaw ( 1984 ) dropped the Part A after a five-year testi..rq program: 
15-item rank.i..rq section ani rrodified the Part B :  attitudinal section to 
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32-items representing five sul::scales (pay or reward, professional 
status , interaction/cohesion, administration, ard task requirerrents) 
using a five-point response scale (stron;]ly agree to stron;]ly disagree) . 
Hinshaw et al . ( 1986) used the m:xlified instrument to study 
anticipated turnover alTOn;] nursing staff . The instrument was 
administered to 1 , 597 staff nurses (63 percent registered nurses , 37 
percent licensed practical nurses ard nurses aides) in 15 urban ard 
rural hospitals . Cronbach Alpha for the sul::scales ran;]ed fran . 67 (pay 
or reward) to . 69 (professional status) .  The total scale alpha was . 87 
(Hinshaw et. al . , 1986) . High reliability was obtained again for each 
sul::scale am overall instrument. Construct validity was obtain through 
the use of factor analysis am predictive m:x:leling. 
Atwood am Hinshaw' s  ( 1984) Work Satisfaction Scale was used to 
measure job satisfaction of nurses in this study. 'IWo m:xlifications 
were made of the instrument in consultation with Atwood. The W'Ord 
hospital was changed to health care agency or agency am a brief 
introduction was added to clarify the tenns . Verbal consent for the 
changes was provided by Atwood (J. A. Atwood . personal communication. 
February 27 , 1989) . 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Data fran the survey packet of female nurse participants who were 
employed was used in the data analysis to obtain a nore hCJIOClgeneous 
representation. The Division of Nursing ( 1986) reported that 
approximately 97 percent of nurses are females . Data was placed on file 
in the wllversity computer system. Descriptive am inferential 
statistical procedures were utilized. For research presentation 
purposes , the analysis of data was related to each research question. 
PROFESSIONALISM 
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Research question (1 )  HCM do registered nurses' view professional 
status? Scores were obtained for each of the 38-items of the m:x:li.fied 
stone an::i Knapke's Health care Professional Attitude Inventory. 
Measures of central terrlency were used to describe the data . Group mean 
scores fran the five regions of the state were obtained for the five 
sul::scales (superordinate purpose was not analyze) an::i the total 
Inventory . Distrih.ltion of scores nay irrlicate the arrount of spread or 
scatter am::mg the scores obtained on professionalism (Waltz et al . ,  
1984 ) . Descriptive analysis of the items was also corrlucted since 
previous measures of central terrlency were obtained with nursing 
students . 
Cronbach Alpha was used to determine the internal reliability of 
the :instrument .  Alpha is the preferred measure since it assumes 
equivalence of all items (McMillan & Schumacher, 1984 ) . Alpha measures 
the extent to which performance on any one item of an instrument is a 
gocx:i irrlicator of performance on any other item in the sarre instrument 
(Waltz et al . ,  1984) . '!he extent to which the instrument is internally 
reliable is a gocx:i irrlicator that the sutscales are measuring the sarre 
characteristic (Waltz & Bausell, 1981) . 
Internal reliability of the total instrument mean scores an::i five 
of the sul::scale scores were analyzed. '!he alpha value for this 
:instrument was obtained in the follCMing manner : ( 1 ) the number of 
items in the test, (2 )  the stnn of the irrlividual item variances, an::i ( 3 )  
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the variance of the distrib.ltion of i.nst.rurnent scores (Waltz et al . ,  
1984 ) . Reliability of this test was ccxrpared to previous firrli..nqs .  If 
the internal reliability on the sutscale scores are low arrl a item 
correlation arrl a correlation matrix between the overall scale arrl the 
sul::scales should be corrlucted (Waltz , et. al 1984 ) . 
Research question (2 )  What is the relationship between registered 
nurses ' highest levels of education in nursin:J, current job positions , 
major work settin:Js , arrl their professionalism? Group IreaJ1 scores were 
obtained for each of the 32-iterns of stone arrl Knapke' s  Inventory . Data 
analysis of the :iJrleperrlent variables used cohort IreaJ1 scores . Measures 
of central terrlency were used to describe the data . 
Multivariate analysis (MANOVA) arrl analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
were corrlucted to detennine the relationship between the :iJrleperrlent 
variables (highest levels of education, current job positions , arrl major 
work settin:Js) arrl the deperrlent variable (nurses ' overall view of 
professionalism) by the total IreaJ1 score fram stone arrl Knapke' s  
Inventory. MANOVA was used first to detennine the effect of the 
:iJrleperrlent variables on professionalism as it can be useful when there 
are many variables . '!hen analysis of variance was corrlucted. A 1 X 4 
ANOVA was corrlucted to detennine the affect of highest educational level 
on professionalism. A 1 X 7 PNOVA was corrlucted to detennine the affect 
of current J ob position on professionalism. A 1 X 5 PNOVA was corrlucted 
to detennine the affect of major work settin:J on professionalism. ANOVA 
is also a useful general procedure to test whether any number of group 
means differs fram one another (Waltz & Bausell, 1981) . When usin:J 
ANOVA , it is Il'Cre precise to include the levels of categories for each 
i.n::l.eperrlent variable (McMillan & Schumacher , 1984 ) . 
JOB �SFACTION 
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Research question ( 3 )  HO\ol do registered nurses' view job 
satisfaction? Measures of central terrlency were used to describe the 
data . Scores were obtained for each of the 32-iterns of Atwood arrl 
Hinshaw' s  Work Satisfaction Scale. Group mean scores were obtained for 
the total instnnnent arrl each of the five sul::scales . Reliability of the 
total arrl suJ:scale scores was assessed by Cronbach Alpha. Reliability 
of this test was carrpared to previous fi.n::li..n:Js .  Descriptive analysis of 
the i terns was also corrlucted since previous studies did not include mean 
scores . 
Research question (4 )  What is the relationship between work 
setting arrl job satisfaction of registered nurses?" Group mean scores 
were obtained for each of the 32-iterns of Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale. Data analysis of the i.n::l.eperrlent variable (current 
work setting) used cohort mean scores . Measures of central terrlency arrl 
frequency distril:ution were used to describe the data . MANOVA arrl a 1 X 
5 N¥JVA were corrlucted to determine the relationship between the 
i.n::l.eperrlent variable (work setting) arrl the deperrlent variables (nurses' 
overall view of job satisfaction) by the total mean score from Atwood 
arrl Hinshaw' s  Work Satisfaction Scale. wilk ' s  Larnl:da ,  a test of the 
ratio of the between group sum of squares, was used to determine the 
degree of association between two or more groups . Scheffe' s  multiple 
carrparison procedure also permits statements about all contrasts arrl 
does not require equal size samples (Agresti & Finlay, 1986) . 
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JOB SATISFACrION AND PROFESSIONALI� 
Research question (5)  "Does view of job satisfaction of 
registered nurses relate to their professionalism?" us:in:J Pearson 
prcduct-IOCJrnent correlation (r) , the association between the two 
variables, nurses ' overall job satisfaction anj professional rrean scores 
were explored . Accordi.n:J to McMillan anj Scht.nnacher ( 1984 ) , correlation 
coefficient is used to in:licate the degree to which two sets of scores 
are related, or covary, anj the nature of the relationship between the 
two variables . '!he interpretation of correlation is usually in terms of 
the percent of variance shared by the two variables . 
Bivariate regression is corrlucted when the investigator has 
reason to believe that one of the two variables will be a function of or 
a change due to the influence of the other variable. If the two 
variables are linearly related, the means of the cont:in:Jent 
distriJ::utions will fall in a straight predictive line (Waltz & Bausell , 
1981) . '!he investigator was interested in explor:in:J whether the rrean 
scores of job satisfaction show a relationship to rrean scores of 
professionalism. 
LIMITATIONS 
'!he limitations identified in this study were as follows . '!his 
study was limited to female registered nurses who are employed in a 
health care work sett:in:J in the state of Virginia . '!he research 
f�s only described an exist:in:J phenomenon by quantitatively 
characteriz:in:J nurses present situation relat:in:J to views of 
professionalism arrl job satisfaction . '!here was no manipulation or 
treatments of subjects, anj the investigator only reported th:in:Js as 
they existed . '!he study was limited to the research questions as 
stated in Cllapter One . 
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rnAPI'ER FOUR: FINDINGS 
INI'RODUCI'ION 
The principle objective of this chapter is to report the fi..rrli.nJs 
of the data gathered to investigate the research questions identified in 
the Introduction of this analytical�escriptive study of registered 
nurses ' professionalism am job satisfaction. Five research questions 
identified were : 
( 1 )  How do registered nurses view professional status? 
( 2 )  What is the relationship between registered nurses ' highest 
levels of education in nursing, current job positions , major 
work settings , am their professionalism? 
( 3 )  How do registered nurses ' view job satisfaction? 
(4 )  What is  the relationship between work setting am job 
satisfaction of registered nurses? 
( 5 )  Does view of job satisfaction of registered nurses relate to 
their professionalism? 
A description of the population am sample is presented along with 
statistical analysis am a discussion of fi..rrli.nJs for each research 
question. 
RESULTS OF '!HE SIUDY 
roPUIATION 
The population for this study was 46, 452 registered nurses in 
Virginia who were from the 1988 Virginia Board of Nursing Registry. 
Five regions or suJ:::qroups were identified by ZIP Cede : Region I ,  
12 , 906 ; Region II , 10 , 599 ; Region III , 9 , 898 ; Region IV 7 , 239;  am 
Region V, 5 , 810 (see Appendix D) . The purpose of using the five regions 
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was to obtain a closer approx.iJration of the deIOCJgrapric characteristics 
ard registered nurses ' prOfessionalism ard job satisfaction across the 
state of Virginia . 
SAMPLE 
A two percent stratified rardom sarrple was drawn from each of the 
five population regions resulti..rq in a total sarrpli..rq frame of 929 
registered nurses residi..rq in . the state of Virginia . In the sarrple each 
region was represented as follows : Region I ,  258 ; Region II , 2 12 ;  
Region III , 198 ; Region IV ,  145 ;  ard Region V ,  116 ( see Appendix D) . 
A total of 530,  or 57 percent, of the questionnaires were 
returned in two maili..rqs . The first maili..rq from the sarrpli..rq frame 
resulted in a return of 407 questionnaires (45%) followed by a secord 
maili..rq three weeks later with a return of 123 questionnaires ( 12%)  from 
the sarrple . Of the total questionnaires returned, only responses from 
female participants presently employed in nursi..rq were included in the 
final sarrple for data analysis . ELiminated from the sarrple were seven 
males nurses ard 96 females nurses who were unemployed or retired, 
resulti..rq in a total sarrple of 427 (46%) employed registered nurses . 
Table 1 reports the m.nnber ard percentage of registered nurses by 
region in the sarrple ard shows that Region I had the greatest 
percentage (26 . 5  %) of participants while Region V had the lowest ( 10%) . 
Representation by percentage from the other three regions were similar 
(Region II , 22% ; Region III , 22% ; ard Region IV, 19%) , falli..rq between 
the two extremes . 
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Table 1 
Sample Representation by Region of Registered Nurses 
Returned Final Salrple 
Group N n % n % 
Total Salrple 929 530 57 427 46 
Region I 258 145 27 . 3  113 2 6 . 5  
Region II 2 12 109 20 . 1  94 22 
Region III 198 121 23 95 22 
Region N 145 100 19 82 19 
Region V 116 65 10 . 4  43 10 
since the percentage of representation in the final sarrple by region was 
not equal ,  a 1 X 5 N¥JVA was conducted by region to detennine if there 
was a difference between the mean scores (see Table 2) . 
Table 2 
Means and standard Deviation for Sample by Region on Professionalism and 
Job Satisfaction 
Professionalism Job Satisfaction 
Group M SD M SD 
Total Scale 132 . 82 11 . 15 93 . 54 18 . 46 
Region I 132 . 82 11. 15 93 . 96 17 . 64 
Region 2 130 . 12 11. 67 95 . 67 18 . 75 
Region 3 132 . 00 12 . 95 91 . 98 17 . 10 
Region 4 13 1 .  26 12 . 54 92 . 95 20 . 04 
Region 5 128 . 52 13 . 75 93 . 40 20 . 06 
As sho.m in Table 2 that follo.vs, no significant differences were 
obtained by region on professionalism (F = 1 . 275 , 2 > . 05 ) and job 
satisfaction (F = . 502 , 2 > . 05) . Therefore, location (region) was not a 
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significant factor anj the total sample was used to analyze the research 
questions . 
CliARACI'ElUSrICS OF '!HE SAMPLE 
'!he sample consisted of 427 registered nurses who were female anj 
actively practicin:J nursin:J in a variety of health care settin:Js in the 
state of Virginia . As shown in Table 3 that follows , half of the 
nurses (49 . 5%) were 40 or older with a mean age of 41 . 3  years anj a 
Iredian age of 39 . 6  years (range fram 23 years to 74 years) . Employment 
status showed that JOC)St of the nurses ( 64 . 2%) worked full-time anj m:>re 
than half ( 60 . 7%) worked the day shift. '!he majority (87 . 1%) have been 
working for six years or m:>re with a mean of 15 years (range fram 1 . 3  
years to 52 . 5 years) . Most of the nurses ( 62 . 8%) irrlicated they had 
been in their present position for at least six years with a mean of 5 . 8  
years (range fram one m:>nth to 43 . 2  years) . In addition, 93 percent 
identified themselves as caucasian anj six percent as Black . 
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TABLE 3 
Sample by Demc:x:rraPhic O1aracteristics 
Variable n % Mean Median 
age in years 41 . 3  39 . 6  
23-29 years 38 8 . 9  
30-39 years 174 40 . 4  
40-49 years 118 27 . 6  
50-59 years 69 16 . 5  
60-74 years 23 5 . 4  
miss in;] 5 1 . 2  
shift normally worked 
days 259 60 . 7  
eveni.n;]s 44 10 . 3  
nights 43 10 . 1  
rotatin;] shifts 75 17 . 3  
missin;] 5 1 . 2  
employment status 
full-time 74 64 . 2  
part-time 118 27 . 6  
full-time anj 
part-time 11 2 . 6  
rrore than one 
part-time 20 4 . 7  
miss in;] 4 . 9  
years in nursin;] practice 15 13 
less than two 
years 4 . 9  
2 to 5 years 37 8 . 7  
6 to 1 0  years 99 23 . 2  
1 1  to 15 years 100 23 . 4  
1 6  to 20 years 66 15 . 5  
2 1  to 2 5  years 45 10 . 5  
2 6  to 53 years 62 14 . 5  
miss in;] 14 3 . 3  
years in present position 5 . 8  3 . 5  
less than one 
year 73 17 . 1  
1 to 5 years 74 17 . 3  
6 to 10 years 112 26 . 2  
1 1  to 15 years 80 18 . 7  
16 to 2 0  years 48 10 . 8  
2 1  to 4 3  years 28 7 . 1  
miss in;] 12 2 . 8  
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE BY lliDEPENDENr VARIABLES 
Table 4 displays the education, job p::>Sition, arrl current work 
setting of the sample of registered nurses . 
TABLE 4 
Description of sample by Education, Job Position, arrl Work Settim 
Variable n % 
Highest levels of Education 
Nursing Diploma 178 4 1 . 7  
Associate degree 71 16 . 6  
Baccalaureate degree 133 31 . 1  
Master ' s  degree 44 10 . 3  
Doctorate 1 . 2  
Job Position 
staff Nurse 273 63 . 9  
Unit Coordinator 28 6 . 6  
Supervisor 45 10 . 5  
Administrator 24 5 . 6  
Nurse Practitioner 6 1 . 4  
Nurse Educator 21 4 . 9  
Nurse Anesthetist 1 . 2  
other 23  5 . 4  
missing 5 1 . 2  
Work Setting 
Hospitals 244 58 . 5  
Ambulatory/Physician/HMO 52 12 . 6  
Homa Health/Health Department 37 8 . 9  
Nursing Home/Convalescent Center 15 3 . 6  
Schools of Nursing 10 2 . 6  
Other 58 13 . 6  
missing 1 . 2  
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The largest representation of nurses in the sample were diploma nurses 
(41 . 7 %) . Follo.ving in rank order were baccalaureate nurses ( 31 . 1%) , 
associate degree nurses ( 16 . 6%) , arrl master' s  prepared nurses (10 . 3%) . 
Most nurses ( 63 . 9% )  were employed as staff nurses with the rernairrler 
representing management p::>Sitions , clinical specialty areas , or 
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education . A majority (58 . 5%) of the sarrple were enployed in hospital 
settinjs with the remairrler workinj in a variety of health care 
settinjs , ambJ.latory care or physicians' off ices ( 12 .  6%) , horne health 
care agencies am. health depart:Irents ( 8 . 9%) . Generally, the sarrple was 
composed of registered nurses who primarily were diplana graduates am. 
staff nurses , employed in hospital settinjs , am. worked full-time . 
J:YcrA ANALYSIS OF 'IRE RESFAROf QUESI'IONS 
Data analysis focused on the research questions related to 
professionalism am. job satisfaction. '!he SPSSX statistical package was 
employed for this analysis (SPSS , 1988) . 
PROFFSSIONALISM 
stone am. Knapke ' s  ( 1978) Health care Professional Attitude 
Inventory m:xlified for nursinj by Lawler ( 1988 ) was used to rreasure 
registered nurses ' attitude toward professionalism. Cronbach Alpha was 
used to determine the reliability of the instrument am. its sutscales . 
'!he SUperordinate Purpose sutscale was not included in the overall alpha 
analysis , because of previous firrlings of lCM reliability, resultinj in 
a 32-itern scale . 
'!he total alpha was . 67 , for the Inventory which is irrlicati ve of 
a marginal range of reliability. '!he starrlardized coefficients for the 
su1:scales were lCM, ranging from . 12 (Critical 'Ihinkinj) to . 50 
(Consumer Control) . A correlation matrix shCMed that many items had 
weak correlations ( . 5  or belCM) , am. several items were strongly 
correlated with other items not in the sutscales. 'TWO items in 
particular irrlicated a minus coefficient . '!hese two items were 
contained in the subscale Critical 'Ihinkinj. '!heir content �ined 
to aspects of critical thinking of students which appeared not be 
appropriate for this semple of practici.rg nurses . Both statements 
addressed student performance in the practice setti.rg: i.ncorpJrati.rg 
the philosophy of their educational program into their practice arrl 
derronstrati.rg their performance to faculty. 
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'!he two items were ami tted which reduced the Inventory to 30-
items . '!he total alpha increased to . 69 for the Inventory arrl . 23 for 
the subscale, Critical 'Ihinking, as seen in Table 5.  since the overall 
reliability was strengthened, the 30-items Inventory was used for 
sul:::sequent data analysis . 
Table 5 
Internal Reliability of Professionalism Inventory 
No. of First Cronbach No. of Secord Cronbach 
Scale/ SUl:scales Items Alpha Items Alpha 
Total Scale 32 . 67 30 . 69 
Const.nner Control 6 . 50 6 . 50 
In::lifference to 6 . 44 6 . 44 
Credentials 
Critical 'Ihinking 6 . 12 4 . 23 
Impatience With 7 . 33 7 . 33 
Olange 
Corrpassion 7 . 29 7 . 29 
Note . Number = 362 . 
since the correlation Iratrix exhibited weak correlations arrong 
the items, a Pearson prcduct-moment correlation (r) was corrlucted to 
determine the relationship between the overall Inventory arrl its 
sutscales . '!he relationships (expressed as correlation coefficients) 
ranged fram . 07 to . 73 .  All were in a positive direction arrl showed a 
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rrcderate correlation between each sul:scale an::i the total Inventory . 
Critical 'Ihi.nki..n:J, Irrpatience With Olange, an::i Corrpassion sul:scales 
exhibited the strongest relationship with each other an::i the Inventory 
as a whole rut exhibited weak correlations with each other . Consurrer 
Control an::i Iniifference To Credentials sul:scales exhibited weak 
correlations with each other an::i the Inventory (see Table 6) • 
Table 6 
Correlation Coefficients Between SUbscales on Professionalism Inventory 
Scale Consurrer Credent Critical Irrpat Corrpas 
Scale 
Consumer . 70 
Control 
Iniifference . 53 . 12 
To Credentials 
Critical . 65 . 36 . 22 
'Ihi.nking 
Impatience . 68 . 54 . 07 . 35 
With Olange 
Corrpassion . 73 . 46 . 27 . 32 . 48 
SUl::sequent data analysis of the two research questions on 
professionalism of nurses was corrlucted usi.nJ the total mean scores of 
the Inventory since there were weak correlations between the Inventory 
an::i its subscales . 
Research Q.lestic:n (1) : Ibi do registered rurses' view their 
professic:nal stabls? 
Measures of central ten::lency were used to describe the data. 
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Scores ran:Je:i from 61 to 171 on the m:x:lif ie:i Stone am Knopke' s Health 
care Professional Attittrle Inventory (total possible score = 190) . '!he 
mean was 13 1 .  319 ,  the median was 13 1 ,  am the rrcde was 128 with a 
standard deviation of 12 . 23 for the sample of registere:i nurses in 
Virginia . 
since previous studies were corrlucted with medical am nursing 
sttrlents using the Inventory am no studies were available with 
registere:i nurses to obtain mean scores , a rrore descriptive assessment 
of responses by nurses in the sample (see Apperdix E) . '!he purpose was 
to describe how nurses viewe:i their professional status . 
Sixty-six percent of the nurses sample:i irrlicate:i that consumers 
have not been adequately involve:i in the developrent of the health care 
deli very system am 82 percent believe that consumer invol verrent is 
essential . Although 44 percent of the nurses sample:i disagreed that the 
use of centralize:i decision-making is the best strategy for nurses , 
40 percent were urdecide:i. Seventy-two percent of the nurses sample:i 
disagreed that cre:ientialing assures corrpetency of nurses . Forty-three 
percent of the nurses sample:i agreed that nurses were actively promoting 
change ( See Table 7) • 
Table 7 
Distribution of Resp;?nse by Percentages on Selected Professional Items by Nurses 
Items 
CcI"lslmEr CaItrol 
At this point in time , the consumers have been 
adequately involved in the development of the 
health care del ivery system . 
Consumer involvement is essential to provide new 
alternatives in developing health care 
del ivery systems . 
Irrlifferen:e to Credentials 
Certi fication of competence upon receipt of the 
professional degree is necessary to assure that 
the behavioral sciences , basic sciences , and 
health care services were a part of 
professional education . 
Health care providers who work with professionals 
fram other discipl ines discover a corrunon plIT]X)Se 
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Distribution of Responses by Percentages on Selected Professional Items by Nurses 
Items 
Attitudes of Criticism 
Health care Professionals have developed adequate 
sel f-evaluation of procedures and techniques in the 
del ivery of health care . 
Priorities for the user of hUJl1aIl and material 
resources in the health care professions are best 
achieved through centralized decision-making . 
C'arpassiCIl 
The health care professional such as a nurse 
should be concerned solely with clinical 
practice and not with social change . 
Health care professionals generally fail to 
show adequate interest in the health needs of 
consumers . 
In:patieoc:e with Olarge 
Education programs for health care professionals 
have not been adequately responsive to the identified 
needs of local coI1UTlUI1ities . 
Health care Professionals have been actively 
promoting change in the health care del ivery systems 
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5 . 5  7 
20 2 1  
24 26 
3 3  3 5  
Disagree 
% 
3 3  
2 5 . 5  
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Therefore, it could be determined frCRll the sample of descriptive 
responses in Table 7 that nurses in the sample have professional status 
usin:} Durront' s m:x:iel of professionalism since they irrlicated 
(1 )  consumer invol verrent is  inportant to nurses , 
( 2 )  performance is rrore inportant than credentials , 
( 3 )  nurses are compassionate, arrl 
( 4 ) nurses are involve in social change 
Research Questicn(2) : � is the relaticnsh.ip bettoieen registered 
rurses' highest levels of educaticn in rursinJ, 
arrrent jcb positicns, major "WOdc set:t.irgs, 
and their professicnal.ism? 
Group mean scores were used to obtain a distriJ::ution of highest 
levels of education in nursin:} , current job PJSitions, arrl major work 
settin:}s with professionalism usin:} stone arrl Knapke' s  Inventory. Group 
mean scores ranged frCRll 130 . 38 to 13 1 . 57 for highest levels of education 
arrl professionalism. Group mean scores ranged frCRll 128 . 87 to 133 . 89 for 
current job }X)Sitions arrl professionalism. Group mean scores ranged 
from 128 . 87 to 133 . 89 for major work settin:}s arrl professionalism. 
since there was very little variability of the distriJ::ution of groups 
mean scores in the sample of nurses on professionalism, multivariate 
analysis tests were corrlucted to detennine if there was a difference 
between groups . 
Multivariate analysis tests for highest levels of education in 
nursin:} , current job }X)Sitions, arrl major work settin:}s with 
professionalism were not significant, p > . 05 .  None of the one-way 
analysis of variance tests ( 1  X 4 ANaYA of educational levels , 1 X 7 
ANOVA of current job }X)Sitions, arrl 1 X 5 ANaYA of major work settin:}s) 
reached significance, P > . 05 .  Therefore, no significant differences 




Job satisfaction of nurses was measured usi.rg Atwood an:i Hinshaw' s  
( 1984) Work satisfaction Scale which is based on Maslow's Hierarchy of 
Need an:i Herzberg' s  '!Wo Factor Irrlex of job satisfaction. Reliability 
of the total scale an:i suJ::scales was assessed by Cronbach Alpha (see 
TI\HlE 8) . The alpha for the Scale was . 90 which is irrlicative of a high 
raJ"Be for reliability . The staroardized coefficients for the suJ::scales 
raJ"Bed from . 77 (professional status) to . 85 (pay or reward) . The 
majority of items in each suJ::scale demonstrated rrcx:lerate to goexi ( . 39 to 
. 72 )  reliability. 'Ibis suggests that each item within the Scale an:i 
sul::scale components measures that particular aspect of job satisfaction. 
Table 8 
Internal Reliability of Work satisfaction Scale 
Scale/SUl:::scale 
Total Scale 





















A Pearson prcx:luct-moment correlation (r) irrlicated a stroTX] 
correlation between the Work satisfaction Scale an:i its suJ::scales (see 
TI\HlE 9) . The relationships rarxJed from . 18 to . 83 .  All were in a 
positive direction an:i showed rrcx:lerate to strOTX] correlation between 
each sul::scale an:i the total scale. There were rrcx:lerate correlations 
between the sul::scales . The Administration sul::scale had the stroTX]est 
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relationship with each suJ:::scale while the Task Requirerrents suJ:::scale had 
the weakest relationship with the other suJ:::scales . The i terns in the 
Work Satisfaction Scale appear to represent the concept of job 
satisfaction . 
Table 9 
Correlation Coefficients Between SUbscales on Work Satisfaction Scale 
Scale Pay Profess Interact Task 
Scale 
Pay or Reward . 66 
Professional status . 68 . 25 
Interaction . 75 . 26 . 49 
Administration . 83 . 47 . 50 . 52 
Task Requirerrents . 61 . 29 . 18 . 35 . 41 
since the reliability of the Scale arrl suJ:::scales were stron;J arrl the 
subscales appeared to be related to the concept of job satisfaction, 
the Scale arrl subscale rrean scores were used to answer the two research 
questions on job satisfaction of registered nurses in Virginia . 
Research �cn (3) : Ibi do registered n.n:ses' view jab satisfacticn? 
Measures of central terrlency were obtained to analyze the data . 
Scores ran:Jed from 34 to a maximum of 143 on Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale (total possible score = 160) . The rrean was 93 . 539 ,  
the median was 94 , arrl the mode was 95 with a starx:lard deviation of 
18 . 85 for the sample on job satisfaction. 
since no c:orrparison data of rrean scores from previous studies 
usin:J the Work Satisfaction Scale were available , a m::>re descriptive 
assessment of responses is presented by nurses in the sample (see Table 
10) • 
Tabl e  10 
pistribut i on o f  Responses by Percentage on Selected Items by Nurses 
Items 
Pay 
An up:Jrading o f  pay scJledules for nursirYJ 
personnel is needed at this health care 
agency . 
Considering what is expected of nursirYJ 
service personnel at this agency , the pay 
we get is reasonable . 
My present sal ary is satisfactory. 
Professi CXlal  status 
It makes me proud to tal k  to other people 
about what I do on my j ob .  
There i s  no doubt whatever i n  my mind 
that what I do on my j ob is real ly important . 
InteractiCI1jCdlesicn 
'!here is a lot of " rank consciousness" on my 
unit ; nursirYJ personnel seldom mirYJle with others 





1 1  
8 
4 4  
69 
4 3  
Note . Percentages may not total 100 because of round ing . 
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Tabl e  10 
Distribution of Resl2Qnses by: Percentage on Selected I tems by: Nurses 
Items Strongly 
The nursing personnel at my health care agency 
do not hesitate to pitch in and help one another 
out when things get in a rush . 
Effect of Mmin:ist:raticn 
'lhere are plenty of opportunities for advancement 
of nursing staff at this health care agency . 
I have enough opportunities to make administrative 
decisions in planning procedures and po l icies at my 
heal th care agency . 
Task Requ:irerents 
I could del iver much better care i f  I had lTDre time 
with each patient . 
The alTDunt of time I spend on administrative work 
at my health care agency is reasonabl e ,  and I am sure 
that patients do not suffer because of it . 
Note . Percentages may not total 100 because of roW1d ing .  
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As Table 10 shCJJ...'S nurses were concerned about pay for �le work, 
viewerl themselves as having professional status , ani wanted IOClre 
opportunities to participate in policy making activities ani advancerrEnt 
wi thin their work setting. 
Forty-eight of the nurses sampled felt stro�ly that their 
salaries were not reasonable ani 71 percent felt that salaries need  to 
be irnproverl in their particular work setting. Eighty-nine percent 
agreerl that their job was important ani 74 percent were proud of their 
job.  Sixty-one percent of nurses sampled agreerl that there were not 
many opportunities for advancement nor involvement in policies ani 
procedures that affect patient care . Nurses respoooed evenly by 
percentage to statement on opportunities to participate in policy­
making activities . 
On elements of interaction/ cohesion ani task requirements nurses 
did differ. Seventy-eight percent of the nurses sample agreerl there was 
a lot of "rank consciousness" on their units . Ha,.;ever, 61 percent 
agreerl that nurses did pitch in when other nurses need  assistance. 
Sixty-three of the nurses agreerl that if they had IOClre time they could 
deliver better patient care, rut differed on the anount of time spent on 
administrative work. Therefore, it appears that generally nurses were 
satisfied except for pay compensation, participation in policy-making 
activities , ani opportunities to advance in their work setting. 
Research �c:n (4) : Wlat is the re.latiCl'lSbip between the werle 
set:t.:inj am joo satisfactic:n of registered 
n.IrSeS? 
Atwood am Hinshaw' s  ( 1984) Work Satisfaction Scale was used to 
obtain a distrib..ltion of group mean scores by work setting. 
Multivariate analysis am one-way analysis of variance tests were 
corrlucted to see if there was a relationship between nurses ' work 
setting am job satisfaction . 
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'The work setting for the multivariate analysis tests was divided 
into five groups : Group 1 ,  nurses from hospitals ; Group 2 ,  nurses from 
arnl::ulatory/outpatient, physician offices am HM) ' s ;  Group 3 ,  nurses from 
horne health care agencies am health depart::ITa1ts; Group 4 ,  nurses from 
nursing homes am convalescent centers ; am Group 5 ,  nurse educators 
from schools of nursing. 'The multivariate analysis tests were 
significant irrlicating that five work settings mean scores were not the 
sarre for job satisfaction. Wilks' Larol:rla , a test of the ratio of the 
between group stnn of squares to the total stnn of squares , was 
statistically significant (E = 3 . 695 , P < . 05) . Wilks' Larol:rla was used 
to show that a difference exists between work setting am job 
satisfaction since two or m:::>re groups were involved. Table II which 
follows shows the group mean scores , stardard deviation, am E ratio. 
Table 11 
Means, standard Deviation and F Ratio of Job Satisfaction by Work 
Setting -
Setting n Mean sd I 
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92 . 68 21 . 39 
83 . 12 2 1 . 49 
84 . 80 18 . 11 
89 . 07 24 . 39 
94 . 15 18 . 67 
since Wilks ' Larnt.da was significant , a 1 X 5 N:¥JVA was used to 
determine which groups were different resulting in a difference between 
groups (I = 7 . 9554 , P < . 05) . Scheffe' s  test further indicated that 
Group 1 (nurses from hospital settings) was different than the other 
groups , especially Group 3 (nurses from horne health and health 
departInent settings) . '!he results indicated that hospital nurses have 
greater job satisfaction than nurses from other work settings . 
Given the significance of the interaction between work setting and 
job satisfaction, univariate tests were then corrlucted to identify which 
groups and sul:components were responsible for the ol::served multivariate 
effects . As Table 12 shows , a 1 X 5 lillOVA I test indicated significant 
differences between the five groups on mean scores of Administration, 




Means and standard Deviation of Job Satisfaction SUl::scales by Setting 
SUbscale/Settings n Mean sd E 






















*P < .  05 , two-tailerl. 
Scheffe' s  test 
244 17 . 38 
37 16 . 00 
52 13 . 59 
10 12 . 30 
15 16 . 67 
358 16 . 52 
244 19 . 90 
37 18 . 29 
52 16 . 13 
10 19 . 30 
15 16 . 86 
358 18 . 68 
244 20 . 78 
37 18 . 73 
52 16 . 87 
10 16 . 00 
15 18 . 80 
358 19 . 78 
4 . 44 
5 . 04 
5 . 24 
6 . 83 
5 . 14 
4 . 94 
4 . 14 
5 . 59 
5 . 34 
3 . 98 
5 . 42 
4 . 69 
5 . 14 
5 . 53 
5 . 94 
5 . 01 
7 . 65 
5 . 62 
( 4 , 353) = 6 . 23 * ,  P =. 0001) 
( 4 , 353) = 7 . 51* , P =. 0000) 
for nrultiple comparisons was corrlucterl on the data 
from the five work settings and the Work Satisfaction subscales. '!he 
results indicaterl that Group 1 (hospital nurses) was significantly 
different than nurses in other settings and job satisfaction. Group 1 
(nurses from hospitals) was significantly different from Group 3 (nurses 
who workerl in hCJlle health care agencies and health departments) on task 
requirements and interaction/cohesion. Group 1 (nurses from hospitals) 
was significantly different from Group 3 (nurses who workerl in horne 
health care agencies and health departments) and Group 2 (nurses who 
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worked in amb..tlatory care/IX'lysician offices and HM:)'s) on the effects of 
administration. Therefore, hospital nurses irrlicated greater job 
satisfaction on task requirements, interaction/cohesion, and effects of 
administration than nurses in other health care settirqs . 
POOFFSSICNALISM AND JOB SATISFACrIOO 
A major interest of the researcher was the possibility of a 
relationship between nurses' job satisfaction and professionalism. 
Research �at (5) :  Does view of job satisfactiat of registered 
BIrSeS relate to their professi.cnalism? 
A Pearson product-�t correlation (r) was corrlucted usirq job 
satisfaction as a predictor variable of professionalism. The 
correlation sh�ed a weak positive relationship, r = . 098 (n = 426) , 
p< . 05 ,  between the two variables . A bivariate regression analysis was 
then corrlucted to determine if there was a predictive relationship 
between job satisfaction and professionalism. The irrleperrlent variable, 
job satisfaction, sh�ed a multiple R of . 11 (E = 5 . 32 ,  significant E = 
. 022 , beta = . 11) . Only 1 . 2  percent of the shared variance was 
explained by job satisfaction with professionalism. Figure 1 displays a 
scatterplot of job satisfaction and professionalism. Therefore, there 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The sununary fi.n::lings are presented as they relate to the study' s  
five research questions . A stratified rarrlan sanple of 427 registered 
nurses was obtained fran the five Regions of the state of Virginia . 
Although Region 1 had the greatest representation in the sanple, a one­
way analysis of variance irrlicated that region was not significant to 
professionalism or job satisfaction. since the fi.n::lings irrlicated that 
the groups were statistically similar, the fi.n::lings were reported by 
total sanple . The sanple was corrposed of registered nurses who 
primarily were diplCJm3. graduates arrl staff nurses , employed in hospital 
setti..rqs , arrl worked full-time. 
Five research questions on professionalism arrl job satisfaction 
were investigated. Purposes were to explore possible factors that might 
effect the two concepts arrl to detennine if there was a relationship 
between any such factors . 
PROFESSIONALISM 
Research Q.Jestic:n (1) : Iboi do registered l"J.II:"SE!S view professialal..ism? 
Cronbach AlP1a irrlicated a marginal ran::Je of reliability for the 
stone arrl Knapke' s  Health care Professional Inventory arrl its 
sul:scales . An item analysis also irrlicated that many items exhibited 
weak correlations . A Pearson product-ll\CJl'l'e1'1t correlation (r) also 
i.rrlicated weak relationship between the Inventory arrl its sul::;scales . 
The mean, rocx:le arrl median on professionalism were within four points of 
each other of the sanple of registered nurses . 
A descriptive analysis of nurses ' responses irrlicated that nurses 
have professional status accorc:li.rq to I:Xlm:lnt ' s  rocx:lel of professionalism 
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since nurses in::licated that COnst.IIrer involvement is essential , 
performance is rrore important than credentials , c:crnpassion is critical,  
arrl professionals need to be involved in social c:harge . Moreover, 
nurses agreed that health care providers need to be rrore responsive to 
the needs of patients arrl corrmu.mities . 
lEseart:h Questicn (2) : �t is the rel.at.i.cnsh:ip between registered 
rurses' highest levels of edratic:n in n.n:sinJ, 
current joo p::lSiticn;, majc::.r 1Iimk sett.:in]s, ani 
their professicnalism? 
Multivariate analysis arrl one-way analysis of variance tests 
did not in::licate a significant difference between professionalism arrl 
highest levels of education, current work settings , arrl major job 
positions . 
JOB SATISFACTION 
lEseart:h Questicn (3) : BaoI' do registered rurses' view joo satisfact.i.cn? 
Cronbach alpha in::licated an acceptable range of reliability for 
the Work Satisfaction Scale arrl its sul::scales . '!he mean, rro:le, rralian 
were within three points of each other for the sample of registered 
nurses . '!hus , nurses were satisfied in their work setting. 
A descriptive analysis revealed that nurses identified salary 
compensation, opportunities for advancement ,  arrl control of nursing 
practice as important elements of job satisfaction. 
Research Q.Jest,icn (4) : lililt is the rel.atic:nsh:ip between the 1Iimk 
set:t.in} ani joo satisfacticn of registered 
rurses? 
Multivariate analysis tests indicated a significant differences 
between work settings arrl job satisfaction of registered nurses . One-
way analysis of variance tests was significant for the effects of work 
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settirq, administration, interaction/cohesion, arrl task requirements .  
An - examination of the direction of this significance , usirq the Scheffe 
test ,  irrlicated that hospital nurses were 1l'Ore satisfied than nurses in 
other work settirqs . 
PROFESSIONALISM AND JOB SATISFACITOO 
Researd:l �cn (5): Does view of joo satisfact:icn of registered 
nrrses relate to their professic::nalism? 
The relationship between professionalism arrl job satisfaction was 
explored arrl only a weak positive correlation was fourd between the two 
variables . A bivariate regression analysis irrlicated a very small 
percentage of shared variance was explained by job satisfaction as a 
predictor of professionalism. 
aiAPI'ER FIVE :  CDNCI.DSIONS , IMPLICATIONS AND REX:X:M1ENDl>.TONS 
INrRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly identify a:>nc lus ions , 
discuss il11plications , and suggest r�tions for future research. 
Five research questions were examined in this analytical-descriptive 
study on professionalism and job satisfaction of registered nurses in 
the state of Virginia . 
CDNCI.DSIONS 
The sample a:>nsisted of responses fram 427 registered nurses who 
were female and employed in a variety of health care settings in the 
state of Virginia . Location (region) was fourrl not to have an il11pact on 
nurses ' view on professionalism and job satisfaction. Generally, the 
sample was composed of registered nurses who primarily were diploma 
graduates , staff nurses , employed in hospital settings , and worked full­
time. The a:>nclusions are presented fram the firrlings of the study' s 
five research questions . 
1 .  Ii:w do registered rurses' view their professicnli status? 
The overall results fram the internal reliability between 
the stone and Knapke' s  Health care Professional Inventory 
and its sul:::.scales indicate that the Inventory needs to be 
examined as to its ability to IreasUre the a:>ncept of 
professionalism. Dumont ' s  ( 1970) m:x:lel of professionalism 
verifies that nurses view themselves as professionals . 
2 • �t is the relaticnship between registered rurses' highest 
le'.lels of educatial in J"I.IrS:in:j, current job pasitialS, major 
1oiOdc set:t.iJgs, arrl their professic.nll.isD? 
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Multivariate analysis arrl o�y analysis of variance tests 
yielded no significance relationship between highest levels 
of education in nursirq, current job positions , major work 
settirqs arrl professionalism. Therefore, these variables 
that were previous thought to have a relationship with 
professionalism appear to have no relationship when usirq 
Dlnront ' s  rrodel of professionalism. · There may be other 
variables , such as years in current position arrl years in 
nursirq which may have a relationship to professionalism. 
3 • Ibi do registered n.n:ses' view job satisfacticn? 
The overall results from the internal reliability arrl 
correlations of the Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work Satisfaction 
Scale irrlicated that it is a valuable instrument to rreasure 
job satisfaction of nurses . The f�s irrlicate that 
nurses were generally satisfied but continue to verify 
recurrirq themes of pay, opportunities to advance, arrl 
control over nursirq practice. 
4 • Wlat is the re1aticnsh:ip between the wade set:t.:irq am job 
satisfacticn of registered n.n:ses? 
Multivariate analysis arrl o�y analysis of variance tests 
yielded significance arrl irrlicated that nurses from hospital 
settirqs were IOClre satisfied than nurses in other work 
settirqs . The results were unexpected which may reflect the 
composition of the sample or recent trerrls by hospitals to 
retain nurses . 
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5 .  Does view of jab satisfactiat of registered rurses relate to 
their view of IXUfe:ssialalism? 
Only a weak positive correlation in a positive direction 
between job satisfaction an::i professionalism was fourrl. The 
f:irdi.rgs support a positive relationship between job 
satisfaction an::i professionalism. This may represent a 
sample of nurses who were m:lre satisfied, an::i thus who may 
be m:lre professionalized. 
IMPLICATIONS 
Implications for the study are drawn fran the sample 
characteristics , f:irdi.rgs , conclusions , an::i corrparable studies on 
professionalism an::i job satisfaction. 
SAMPLE CliARACI'ERISITCS 
The sample characteristics that have been identified as havirq a 
relationship with professionalism an::i job satisfaction were highest 
levels of education in nursirq, current job positions , an::i major work 
settirqs . Employment status , years in current position an::i years in 
nursirq may also be contrihltirq factors . 
Educational preparation of nurses in the sample reflected 
previous f:irdi.rgs that the largest proportion (58 . 3% )  of nurses 
graduates were fran diploma an::i associate degree nursirq programs . 
Previous studies indicated that m:lSt of the nurse graduates are fran 
diploma an::i associate degree schools of nursirq ( styles & Holzemer , 
1986;  USDHHS , 1988) . A 1986 survey of nurses in Virginia indicated that 
a little m:lre than 50 percent of registered nurses reported that their 
preparation for licensure was through the diploma programs (Comrrcnwealth 
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of Virginia Department of Health Regulatory Boards , 1987) . '!he recent 
trerd of decli.ninq enrollments in nursirg programs arrl the need for lTCre 
baccalaureate degree nurses supports the need for continuirq m:>nitorirg 
of the educational level of nurses at the state arrl national level 
(styles & Holzerrer , 1987 ; Tregarthen, 1987 ) . Future predictions 
irrlicate that there will be a greater demarrl for registered nurses who 
hold baccalaureate arrl master's degrees in nursirg (styles & Holzerrer , 
1986) . since the goal of nursirg is educational preparation of the 
professional nurse arrl the baccalaureate level is the designated the 
entry level for professional practice, it will be ilTportant to continue 
investigatirg the relationships between nurses ' educational backgroun::l 
arrl their view of professionalism. 
'!he recent shortage of nurses is a major concern of hospitals who 
employ approximately two-thirds of nurses in the work force . Recent 
state of Virginia arrl national firrlings reported that approximately 68 
percent of registered nurses were employed in hospitals (Coituronwealth of 
Virginia Department of Health Regulatory Boards , 1987 ; USDHHS 
Secretary' s  Commission on Nursirg, 1988 ) while the sarrple only 
represented 58 percent from this work settirg. Although the difference 
may be related to nurses who were interested in participatirg in the 
study, the firrlings clearly support national firrlings that hospitals 
will continue to be the major employer of nurses . As cl1anqes are 
occurrirg in hospitals , it will be ilTportant to lTCnitor the employment 
patterns of nurses arrl their job satisfaction . 
Approximately 64 percent of the study sarrple were staff nurses, 
a firrling similar to national figures which fourrl that staff nurses 
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comprised 67 percent in 1984 and 68 percent in 1988 (USDHHS , 1988) . The 
present study reflects contin� national reports that the majority of 
registered nurses hold staff nurse positions . since staff nurses 
provide patient care, it will be ilnportant to investigate the group' s  
development of professional spirit and control of nursi.rq practice . 
Other sample characteristics included in the study that may have 
an irrpact on future studies are years in nursi.rq, years in present 
position, shift normally worked, and employment status . The national 
labor pool of nurses has increased and IOOre nurses are worki.rq despite 
decl:inirq enrollrrents in schools of nursi.rq (USDHSS , 1988) . Fifty 
percent of the nurses in the sample were over forty years of age with a 
mean of 41 . 3  years and a median of 39 . 6  years . Ninety percent of the 
nurses in the sample have been in nursi.rq for six years or IOOre and 65 
percent have been in their present position for IOOre that six years . 
Moreover, 65 percent of the nurses in the sample were employed full­
time . National figures irrlicate that the nurse labor force has 
increased fram 72 . 7  percent in 1977 to 78 . 7  percent in 1986 (USDHHS , 
1988) . Therefore, it appears that based on the study sampled and 
national trends IOOre nurses are remai.ni.rg in the work force . It will be 
ilnportant to investigate the reasons for their continued employment in 
nursi.rq. 
PROFESSIONALISM 
The most striki.rq firrli.rq in this study was that nurses did not 
differ in their view of professionalism. This was true for all nurses 
regardless of their educational bacl<grourrl, job tx>Sition or current work 
setti.rq . The overall reliability of the Inventory unfortunately was 
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margina l .  Since the descriptive analysis of nurses' responses to the 
items supported D..Irront' s  IOOdel of professionalism, the Inventory needs 
to be ref i.ned . 
An item analysis am factor analysis should be investigated to 
determine whether there are any non-contribltirq or other flawed items . 
Non-contribltirq items should be revised or eliminated, am new items 
that fcx::us on D..Irront' s  intent am description of concepts with an 
interrater panel of nurse experts .  In particular, the items should be 
closely examined as to their relevancy for practicirq nurses . Then 
further studies canparirq nurses from hospitals am other health care 
settirqs on the reliability am validity of the instrument will be 
valuable . 
since previous studies usirq the Inventory have only reported 
data for nursirq students , it would be inportant to replicate the two 
research questions on professionalism am investigate other variables 
that may be related to professionalism. 
Research �cn (1) : IboI do n.lrSeS view their p:ofessialal stabJs? 
Previous studies of nurses usirq the guild premise of 
professionalism have generally supported that nurses do not have 
professional status (Hall,  1969 , Monnig, 1978) . since the nean scores 
from previous studies were with medical am nursirq students, 
canparisons could not be made. HOY/ever, a descriptive analysis of 
nurses ' responses in the sample reflected D..Irront' s academic IOOdel of 
professionalism am the concepts of consurrer control , irrlifference to 
credentials, compassion, am ilnpatience with the rate of change. 
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I:Xnoont ( 1970) reported that a overriciing' principle of 
professionalism was COI"lSllIrer control . Patient involverrent or COI"lSllIrer 
control was important to nurses in the sarrple. In the nursirg 
literature , Lynaugh arrl Fagin ( 1988) SUFPOrted the idea of COI"lSllIrer 
control by reportirg that nurses are concerned first about the well-
beirg of people. 'Therefore, previous studies usirg the guild premise 
may not be appropriate for tcx:l.aY' s  nurses since they may hold a 
different view of professionalism (Diers , 1986) . Further research usirg 
I:Xnoont' s  concept of professionalism is needed to statistically support 
nurses ' professional status . 
Research �cn (2) : Is there a re.latic:nship bet:loieen n.n:ses' highest 
level of educaticn in rursin:.J, major joo 
pasiticns, current loiOdc set:t.in.Js, am their 
professicnalism? 
If there really are no differences between nurses '  educational 
backgrO\.l.J'"rl , current job p:sitions , arrl major work settirgs arrl their 
professionalism, it would be important to improve the Inventory 
reliability arrl include more studies with registered nurses . 
Previous studies fO\.l.J'"rl that practicirg nurses report less 
professionalism than students . McCloskey arrl McCain (1987 ) study fourrl 
nurses ' professionalism declined durirg the first six months of work . 
cru-istain' s  ( 1985) comparison study indicated that baccalaureate 
graduates have a greater professional orientation than associate degree 
arrl diploma gr3.duates rut they all viewed hospitals as inhibitirg 
professional practice . Recent trerrls indicate that more nurses are 
obtainirg baccalaureate arrl master's degrees in nursirg from schools of 
nursirg affiliated with colleges arrl universities (USDHHS Secretary' s  
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Cormnission on Nursing, 1988) . Therefore, further research should 
investigate professionalism CX)ncepts that are inlx>rtant to tcx:1ay' s  
professional nurses , such as CX)l"lS\IDler' CX)ntrol , c::arpassion, in::lifference 
to credentials , an::l scx::ial c:ha.nJe . 
JOB �SFACTION 
The internal reliability of Atwood an::l Hinshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale an::l its su1::scales in::licated a high rar-qe of rragnitude 
that reflects previous finclings (Atwood an::l Hinshaw, 1984) . Further 
research should use the instrument replicating the two research 
questions an::l add other variables that rray relate to job satisfaction of 
nurses . 
Research Questicn (3) : Haoi do registered 1'I.lrSE!S' view joo satisfacticn? 
Nurses appeared to be overall satisfied from the statistical 
analysis of measures of central terrlency. since rrean scores from 
previous studies were not available, comparisons could not be rrade . 
However, a descriptive analysis of items resulted in the identification 
of three :inp:lrtant elements :  pay or reward , opportunities to advance, 
an::l involvement in policy-I1'aking decisions . These CX)ncerns appear to be 
related to the continuing themes of nurses ' job satisfaction. 
Nurses were concerned about pay compensation an::l had mixed 
feelings about whether their present salary was reasonable. 'TWelve 
years ago, in 1978 , Slavitt, et . al reported similar themes regarding 
pay compensation of nurses . The United states Department of Health an::l 
Ht.nnan Services Secretary' s  Cormnission on Nursing ( 1988) reported that 
the compressed salary rar-qe of nurses is a chronic problem in retaining 
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nurses ard affects the supply of potential nurses . It has become a 
major concern of nurses ard appears to be an irrportant factor affectirq 
their j ob satisfaction . 
Opportunities to advance were identified to be the secord nost 
irrportant elem:nt by nurses in the study. Tcday' s nurses are called 
upon to use leadership skills , managerial expertise, ard inc:reasirqly, 
advanced education to meet the demarrls of an inc:reasirqly technical ,  
complex ard rrore cost-effective approaches to patient care. McCloskey 
ard McCain ( 1987 ) attril::ute the lack of advancement to the 
disillusionment of nurses that occurs when expectations are not met, so 
that nurses become less attached to the job, the organization ard the 
profession. 
Control of nursirq practice or invol vem:nt in policy-making 
decisions is the third nost irrportant elem:nt that was a concern 
expressed by nurses in this study. '!his findirq is consistent with 
several previous studies . Hinshaw, et. al ( 1987) fourrl that nurses were 
concerned about the control of their practice . Alexan:ier ard Olase 
( 1982 ) reported that nurses ' view of task delegation affectErl their view 
of control of practice ard was a predictor of job satisfaction. 
Prescott ( 1987 ) also fourrl that high vacancy rates were predicted by 
minimal opportunities for nurses in decision-making ard control of their 
practice. 
Therefore, it is irrportant that further research focus on pay, 
opportunities to advance, and control of practice in relation to nurses ' 
job satisfaction in the work settirq. 
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Research �cn (4) : ibit is the relaticnship between n.n:se:s' wade 
sett:irg am their jet> satisfacticn? 
A stri.kin:J f:irrli.n:;J in this study was that hospital nurses were 
statistically lTOre satisfied than nurses from other work settings . 
Hospital nurses were lTOre satisfied on elements of task requirements, 
the effects of administration, am interaction/cohesion of staff than 
nurses from other health care settirqs . These elements are identified 
by Herzberg, et . al ( 1959) as lower-order needs that are ilrportant for 
job satisfaction . 
Although pay, a lower-order need, was identified as ilrportant by 
nurses in the descriptive analysis , it was not statistical ilrportant 
when camparirq work settirq am nurses ' job satisfaction. It may be the 
result of recent reports that startirq salaries for nurses are 
increasirq in many areas of the country (Billirqsley,  1989) . In 
addition , hospital nursirq services are also developirq nurse practice 
m:::x:iels such as career ladders am self-governance m:::x:iels to increase 
nurse' s  pay corrpensation am job satisfaction (Davis, 1987 ) . Hospitals 
in the state of Virginia may be mak:irq �es regarding elements of pay 
am control of practice that are improvirq nurses '  job satisfaction in 
their settirqs . As �es are occurrirq in hospital settirqs , it will 
be ilrportant to investigate whether hospitals are havirq an impact on 
the lower-order needs of pay, task requirements, am interaction/ 
cohesion of nurses ' job satisfaction. It will be also ilrportant to 
investigate whether the innovative nursirq practice m:::x:iels , such as the 
lTOVement towards self-governance m:::x:iels in nursirq departments in 
hospitals, are havirq an impact on higher-order needs of nurses to 
advance am to control their nursirq practice. 
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JOB SATISFACITON AND PROFESSIONALISM 
Professionalism an:i job satisfaction of registered nurses are two 
ilTIportant concepts that need to be studied further as in:licated by the 
conclusions an:i implications in this study. 
Research QJest.icn (5) :  lhlt is the relaticnship beboIeen n.n:ses '  joo 
satisfacticn an:i their pI:Ofessicnal.ism? 
since both professionalism an:i job satisfaction contain multiple 
factors , it is difficult to determine the reasons for the weak positive 
relationship an:i a small shared variance between the two concepts . 
still , the fi.rrli.nJs in:licated there was a small relationship between job 
satisfaction an:i professionalism. 
A previous study also suggested that there was sorre relationship 
between the two concepts . McCloskey an:i McCain ( 1987 ) suggested that 
nurses ' job satisfaction an:i professionalism play an ilTIportant role in 
their performance, turnover , an:i absenteeism in the work setting. 
Job satisfaction is affected by professional factors regarding 
opportunities to advance arrl control of nursing practice. When nurses 
are rewarded for nursing skill arrl performance in patient management,  
they terri to stay in the patient-care delivery role (Hinshaw, et al . 
1987 ) . since nurses will continue to be major providers of patient care 
arrl will have a major impact on future patient care outcomes , corrparison 
studies of nurses from different settings will became more ilTIportant as 
technology increases arrl chronic diseases became more prevalent. 
Moreover, further refinement of the professionalism :inst.rurrE1t is 
essential in order to reflect the concepts of today' s  professional 
nurse . Professionalism will became more ilTIportant in determining the 
essence of nursing arrl its effect on patient outcomes . 
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REO:M1ENDATIONS 
'!he follawi.rg recornrrerrlations are suggested for further research 
on professionalism and job satisfaction of registered nurses . 
since location (region) of the state of Virginia was not fourrl to be 
significant, future studies should employ random sampli.rg of registered 
nurses usi.rg other criteria . A means to verify the data revealed in 
this study would be a follaw-up telephone survey of 10 percent 
(stratified random sample) of nonparticipants . '!he confidence in 
representation of the sample would be increased if the participants and 
nonparticipants are similar with respect to the irrqJortant 
characteristics of education, employment status and work setti.rg. 
Comparison studies employi.rg random sampli.rg should investigate 
differences between registered nurses worki.rg in urban and rural 
setti.rgs . Replication of the five research questions could be also 
corrlucted to obtain comparison statistical data regarding nurses '  
professionalism and job satisfaction. '!he research design might be 
exparrled to include other variables such as employment status , years in 
current position and years in nursi.rg. 
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Specif ic R.ecomrrerrlations 
The specific recornmerrlations are presented to stinn.1late further 
investigation of professionalism arrl job satisfaction of registered 
nurses . 
1 .  The stone arrl Knopke' s 
Health care Professional Inventory IOCXiified by Lawler needs 
further refinement. SUggested IOCXiification could include 
focus� on "self" rather than "other" in the profession 
arrl items that closely represent registered nurses ' view of 
professionalism. FUrther research should compare nurses from 
hospitals arrl other health care sett�s to obtain 
reliability arrl validity of the inst.rume.nt. c:arparison 
studies us� D..nront' s  academic rrodel of professionalism are 
need  to determine professional status of nurses . Other 
variables such as age , years in present position, arrl 
ernploynent status of nurses should also be explored as to 
their relationship with professionalism. It would be helpful 
to compare the view of professionalism of other health care 
professionals with registered nurses in order to determine 
the iIrportant professional issues . 
The subcomponents (superordinate purpose , irrlifference 
to credentials, arrl consumer control) of professionalism 
should be major areas of future research. SUperordinate 
purpose ought to be Jrore carefully examined to determine if a 
Jrore collaborative relationship evolves aJrong physicians arrl 
nurses .  Irrlifference to credentials may becare a Jrore 
important canponent as nore nurses bec:c:are certified. 
Moreover, COI1SlUller control will be important catalyst in 
health care delivery as health care costs continue to 
escalate . 
2 . More nursinq studies 
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should be corrlucted usinq Atwocd ard. HInshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale. Corrparison studies usinq statistical 
analysis are need  to determine job satisfaction of 
registered nurses in multiple work settinqs . Other 
variables , such as educational backgrourrl, job position, ard. 
years in nursinq could be investigated. 
Specific attention should focus on control of nursinq 
practice, opportunities to advance, ard. pay or reward. It 
will be important to determine if the noti vational factors 
(accountability, professional status ard. autonomy) are 
fostered by schools of nursinq ard. supported by depart:rrents 
of nursinq in the work settinq. Further, multiple analysis 
could be corrlucted comparinq nurse practice nodels (self­
governance ard. career ladders) that are currently beinq 
developed to retain nurses in the work settinq. 
3 . :Ie ) ""endaticns en JdJ Satisfactien ani ProfessiaJa1..ism. '!he 
relationship, job satisfaction ard. professionalism, should 
continue to be explored. '!he refinement of stone ard. 
Knopke ' S  instrument may lead to new insights in this 




Continued nursi.nJ research must fcx::us on providi.nJ Irore data 
about professionalism anj job satisfaction of nurses . It is predicted 
that the demarrl for nurses will continue to i.nc:rease anj thus it is 
inportant to firrl ways to retain nurses in the work setti.nJ. Recent 
available evidence also suggests that there will not be a canmensurate 
expansion of the nurse supply. strategies will become Irore inportant to 
i.nc:rease retention of nurses in the work setti.nJ. More studies will be 
needed to develop ways to improve professionalism anj job satisfaction 
of nurses . 
FurtherIrore, studies should be corrlucted on mathods to improve 
work environments anj organizational climates . Specific studies might 
include rigorous evaluation of the usefulness of case managemant, the 
concept of shared governance , anj compensatory measures based on 
educational attainment, perfornance , and leadership experiences to 
i.nc:rease nurses' job satisfaction and professionalism in the work 
setti.nJ . 
SUMMARY 
'!he overall purpose of this study was to investigate current views 
of professionalism and job satisfaction of registered nurses practici.nJ 
in a variety of health care setti.nJs in the state of Virginia . Five 
research questions were investigated in this analytical-descriptive 
study . A stratified random sample of 427 registered nurses , female and 
actively employed, represented all nurses from five regions in 
Commonwealth of Virginia . '!he majority of the nurses in the sample 
were diploma graduates , staff nurses , employed in hospital settings , 
arrl working full-time. 
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A descriptive analysis of stone arrl Knapke's Health care 
Professional Attitude Inventory items IOCdified by lawler irrlicated that 
nurses viewed themselves as professionals acx::ording to Duroc>nt ' s  rrcdel of 
professionalism. Nurses identified consumer control , irrlifference to 
credentials , c::orrpassion, arrl impatience with the rate of �e as 
important elements of professionalism. Ho;..rever, there was no 
relationship between nurses '  professionalism arrl highest levels of 
education in nursing, current job p:>Sition, arrl major work setting. 
Job satisfaction findings using Atwood arrl Hinshaw' s  Work 
Satisfaction Scale irrlicated that nurses were generally satisfied in 
their work setting although they were concerned about pay compensation, 
OPfOrtunities to advance , arrl control of nursing practice. Findings 
irrlicated that there was a relationship between nurses ' work setting arrl 
job satisfaction. Hospital nurses exhibited greater satisfaction than 
those nurses in other health care settings . 
No significant differences were fourrl by region on nurses '  view of 
professionalism arrl job satisfaction. A small relationship was 
revealed using nurses ' job satisfaction as a predictor of 
professionalism. 
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APPENDIX B 
Instruments 
CODE, __________ __ 
PROFESSIONALISM AND JOB SATISFACTION OF REGISTERED NURSES 
'!he intent of the questionnaire is to obtain data about the view of 
j ob satisfaction and view of professionalism of registered nurses in the 
state of Virginia . 'The questionnaire contains three sections : background 
and experience , work satisfaction , and professionalism .  
Your thoughtful and honest responses will contribute to a better 
understanding of the view of nurses in various health care settings in the 
state of Virginia . Your responses wil l  be confiential ; no individual or 
institution will be indetified . 
Thank you for your will ingness to participate . 
1 .  0 BAO<GROUND AND EXPERIENCE 
DIRECTIONS : 'The information you supply on the questionnaire will be 
completely confidential . Please circle the number of the answer that best 
reflects your background and experience . 
1 . 1 Indicate the highest educational degree you have received 
(Circle One) . 
1 .  A .  D .  in Nursing 6 .  M . S .  in another discipl ine 
2 .  Diploma in Nursing 7 .  Ph. D .  in Nursing 
3 .  B . S .  in Nursing 8 .  Ph .  D .  i n  another 
4 .  B . S .  in another discipl ine 9 .  Ed .  D .  
5 .  M . S .  in Nursing 10 . D . S .  in Nursing 
1 .  2 .  Are you currently employed in nursing? 
1 .  yes 2 .  no 
1 . 3 .  Identi fy your current nursing position (Circle One) . 
1 .  Staff Nurse 
2 .  unit Coordinator 
3 .  Supervisor 
4 .  Nurse Administrator 
5 .  Nurse Practitioner 
6 .  Nurse Educator 
7 .  Nurse Anesthetist 
1 . 4 .  Identify your employment status (Circle One) . 
1 .  Full-time position 
2 .  Part-time post ion 
3 .  Working full-time plus some part-time 
4 .  More than one part-time position 
discipl ine 
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1 .  6 .  Indicate the mnnber of years employed in nursing .  (Please 
include the total mnnber of year ( s )  and month ( s) , e . g .  2 years 
and 5 months ) . Year (s)  __ Month ( s )  
1 . 7 .  How long have you been in your current position? ( Please 
indicate the total number of year ( s )  and month (s) , ( e .  g .  1 year 
and 0 month) . Year ( s )  __ Month ( s )  
1 . 8 .  Your major work setting is : 




2 .  Ambulatory jOUtpatient Center 8 .  
3 .  Teaching Hospital 
4 .  Home Health care Agency 
5 .  Health I::epartment 
6 .  Physician ' sjr::entist ' s  
Office 
9 .  
10 . 
Organization 
1 1 .  Federal Hospital 
12 . Other ______ _ 
1 .  9 .  Indicate your gender and year you were born . 
1 .  Female 3 .  19 
2 .  Male 
1 . 10 .  Describe your ethnic background 
1 .  Caucasian 4 .  Black 
2 .  Hispanic 5 .  Asian 
3 .  Native American 6 .  Other ____________ _ 
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3 . 0 THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL A'ITI'IUDE INVENTORY 
CODE -----
This Inventory contains a series of statements about tcday ' s health care 
professions and health care del ivery systems . 'These statements are not 
intended to elicit a right or wrong answer ; rather to collect your 
perceptions of the accuracy and/or validity of each statement . 
Please read each statement . 'Then , utilizing the response scale below, 
indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement in 
respect to the health care professions and/or delivery systems . 
Heal th care professionals , for the purpose of this inventory , include all 
registered nurses who function as a member of the health care team . 
Health care delivery systems are those mechanisms and strategies designed 
to facilitate the delivery of health care to the const.nner .  
RESFONSE SCALE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements Response Scale 
3 . 1 .  CUrrent health care delivery systems adequately 
meet the needs of society . 
3 . 2 .  'The potential for a financially secure position 
is a major reason for pursuing a career in the 
health care professions . 
3 . 3 .  'There has been inadequate interaction between 
health care professionals and their cl ient 
public in the development of health care 
delivery systems . 
3 . 4 .  Students in the health care disciplines should be 
expected to emulate or model the role to their 
instructors . 
3 . 5 . Students in the health disciplines should 
incorporate the philosophy of their educational 
pr<:XJraIn into their practice . 
3 . 6 .  Policies based solely on scientific rnethcdology 
are most appropriate for the resolution of 
society ' s  health care problems .  
3 . 7 . 'The intrcduction of nurse practitioners , 
physician ' s  assistants and paramedical personnel 
has been of significant importance in improving 
the del ivery of health care . 
3 . 8 .  Health care professionals such as nurses 
generally are impersonal and scientifically 
oriented . 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
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RESroNSE SCALE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
statements Response Scale 
3 . 9 .  Health care professionals generally fail to show 
adequate interest in the health needs of 
consumers . 1 2 3 4 5  
3 . 10 .  
3 . 11 .  
3 . 12 .  
3 . 13 .  
3 . 14 .  
3 . 15 .  
3 . 16 .  
3 . 17 . 
3 . 18 .  
Criticism of health care practices and procedures 
by persons outside the profession is usually 
acknowledged and acted upon by health care 
professionals .  1 2 3 4 5 
At this point in time , the consumers of health 
care have been adequately involved in the 
development of health care delivery systems . 1 2 3 4 5 
Certification of competence upon receipt of the 
professional degree is necessary to assure that 
behavioral sciences , basic sciences , and health 
care services were part of professional 
education. 1 2 3 4 5 
Education programs for health care professionals 
spend more time preparing students for careers in 
research and/or teaching than for careers as 
practitioners . 1 2 3 4 5 
Education programs for health care professionals 
have not been adequately responsive to the 
identified needs of local communities . 1 2 3 4 5 
Heal th care teams tend to become so busy 
coordinating care that they lose sight of 
patient needs . 1 2 3 4 5 
Priorities for the user of human and material 
resources in the health care professions are best 
achieved through centralized decision-making . 1 2 3 4 5 
Health care professionals have actively encouraged 
consumer participation in current delivery 
systems . 1 2 3 4 5 
Inefficient use of existing personnel poses a 
major problem for delivering adequate health 
care . 1 2 3 4 5  
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RFSroNSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements 
3 . 19 .  The desire for a position of status should be 
accorded. little importance as a reason for 
roDE ___ _ 
Resoonse Scale 
pursuing a career in the health care professions . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 20 .  In order to alleviate health manpower shortages 
in certain geographic areas, health care 
professionals should be encouraged. to deliver 
health legislation. 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 21 .  Special economic interests have too often had a 
negative influence on public health legislation. 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 22 . Education programs for health care professionals 
are currently designed. to prepare professionals 
who will be able to appropriately respond to the 
needs of local corrrrnunities . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 23 .  Health care professional education programs 
offering certification, e .g . , physician 
assistants, nurse practitioners , etc. , are 
altel:natives that will result in more effective 
health care .  1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 24 .  Training greater numbers of health care 
professionals to deliver primary care is one 
alternative that will be beneficial in meeting 
the long-tenn health needs of society. 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 25 .  Health care professionals have been actively 
promoting change in the health care delivery 
systems for the improvement of health care for 
all citizens . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 26 .  Health care is currently available to people at 
differing income levels on a selective basis . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 27 .  Health care professionals have developed. adequate 
self-evaluation of procedures and techniques in the 
delivery of health care. 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 28 .  Consumer involvement is essential to provide new 
altel:natives in developing health care delivery 
systems . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 29 . Health care providers who work with professionals 
from other disciplines discover a common purpose 
in providing adequate health care for all 
citizens . 1 2 3 4 5 
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RESroNSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements Resoonse Scale 
3 . 30 .  
3 . 31 .  
3 . 32 .  
3 . 3 3 .  
3 . 34 .  
3 . 35 .  
3 . 36 .  
3 . 37 .  
3 . 38 .  
Scx:ietal class and social distinctions should be 
of no importance in a health care setting. 1 2 3 4 5 
Educational institutions have asst.nned a central 
role , not only in the education of professionals ,  
but in detennining the nature and quality of health 
care and services provided to the community. 1 2 3 4 5 
The health care professional such as a nurse 
should be concerned solely with clinical practice 
and not with social change in his community . 1 2 3 4 5 
Nursing educators are considered alternate rather 
than ultimate sources of infonnation for their 
students . 
Consurner-oriented agencies should play a minimal 
role in establishing standards or criteria to 
assess the quality of care provided to health 
care consumers . 
The greatest need for :improvement in health care 
education concerns knowledge and skills about 
delivery of health care rather then in expanding 
knowledge about disease . 
The existing forms of health care delivery 
systems allow professional personnel to 
efficiently deliver health care services to meet 
the needs of individual consumers . 
The inability to change the attitudes of people 
is a greater obstacle to effecting change in the 
delivery of health care services than a lack of 
adequate finances . 
When cost accounting and systems research 
techniques are applied to health care, it can 
be concluded that the health care needs of 
some citizens have not been adequately served. 
(PIEASE a:Nr.IKJE 'ill NEXl' PAGE) 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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2 . 0 WORK SATISFACI'ION SCAlE 
The Work satisfaction Scale contains a series of statements about 
elements that contributes to worker satisfaction of registered nurses 
within the health care system. '!hese statements are not intended to 
elicit a right or wrong answer; rather to collect your perceptions of the 
accuracy arrl/ or validity of each statement . 
Please read each statement . '!hen, utilizing the response scale below, 
indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement in 
respect to registered nurses working in the health care system . '!he 
tenns health care agency or agency relate to the setting where you are 
working . 
RESFONSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements Response Scale 
2 . 1 . 
2 . 2 .  
2 . 3 .  
2 . 4 .  
2 . 5 .  
2 . 6 .  
2 . 7 .  
2 . 8 .  
2 . 9 .  
2 . 10 . 
When I am at work in this health care agency , 
the tilne generally goes by quickly . 
I am often bored because my job is routine . 
'!here is a great gap between the administration 
of this agency and the daily problems of the 
nursing service . 
Considering what is expected of nursing service 
personnel at this health care agency , the pay we 
get is reasonable . 
It makes me proud to talk to other people about 
what I do on my j ob .  
There is no doubt whatever in my mind that what 
I do on my j ob is really important . 
I have enough opportunities to make administrative 
decisions in planning procedures and policies at 
my health care agency . 
An upgrading of pay schedules for nursing 
personnel is needed at this health care agency . 
New employees are not quickly made to " feel at 
horne" at my health care agency. 
There is ample opportunity for nursing staff to 
participate in the administrative decision-making 
process .  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
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RESroNSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
statements 
2 . 11 .  
2 . 12 .  
2 . 13 .  
2 . 14 .  
2 . 15 .  
2 . 16 .  
2 . 17 .  
2 . 18 .  
2 . 19 .  
2 . 20 .  
2 . 2 1 .  
2 . 22 .  
There are plenty of opportunities for advancement 
of nursing staff at this health care agency. 
The present rate of increase in pay for nursing 
service personnel at this health care agency is 
not satisfactory . 
I could deliver much better care if I had more 
time with each patient . 
What I do on my j ob doesn ' t  add up to anything 
really significant . 
Nursing personnel at this agency do a lot of 
bickering and backbiting . 
Considering the high cost of health care , every 
effort should be make to hold nursing personnel 
salaries about where they are , or at least not to 
increase them substantially. 
Excluding my self ,  it is my impression that a lot 
of nursing service personnel at this health care 
agency are dissatisfied with their pay . 
I have plenty of time and opportunity to discuss 
patient care problems with other nursing service 
personnel . 
There is a good deal of teamwork and cooperation 
between the various nursing staff at my agency ' s  
setting . 
There is no doubt that the agency administrative 
staff cares a good deal about its employees , 
nursing personnel included . 
The nursing personnel at my health care agency do 
not hesitate to pitch in and help one another out 
when things get in a rush . 
The nursing administrators generally consult with 
the staff on daily problems and procedures . 
Response Scale 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
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RESFDNSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements 
2 . 23 .  The nursing personnel at my health care agency do 
not often act like "one big happy family" . 
2 . 24 .  There is a lot of "rank consciousness" on my unit ; 
nursing personnel seldom mingle with others of 
l<;'Wer rank .  
2 . 2 5 .  The amount of t:iIne I must spend on achninistration 
( "paper" ) work at my health care agency is 
reasonable, and I am sure that patients do not 
suffer because of it. 
2 . 2 6 .  I do not spend as much t :iIne  as I would like to 
taking care of patients directly. 
2 . 27 . The nursing personnel at my health care agency 
are not as friendly and outgoing as I would like . 
2 . 28 . Even if I could make more money in another health 
care agency, I am more satisfied here because of 
the work conditions . 
2 . 2 9 .  My present salary is satisfactory. 
2 . 30 .  I think I could do a better job if I did not have 
so much to do all the t:iIne. 
2 . 31 .  I f  I had the decision to make all over again, I 
would still choose my line of work. 
2 . 32 .  From what I hear from and about nursing service 
personnel at other health care agencies , we at 
this agency are being fairly paid. 
CODE ___ _ 
RespOnse Scale 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
'!HANK YOO FOR TAKING 'mE TIME 'ID a::MPIEI'E '!HIS �ONNAIRE . PlEASE 
REIURN IT IN 'mE :EN<:::[ffiEJ) SE[F-AIlEESSED ENVEIDPE. 
APPE N D I X  C 
Part i c ipant Perm i s s i on Let t e r s  
Jlll1e 9 ,  1989 
Dear Registered Nurse Colleague: 
Many changes are occurring in the health care system. As a doctoral 
candidate in the School of Education, Virginia Commonwealth University, 
I am conducting a study to explore the relationship between view of job 
satisfaction and professionalism of Registered Nurses in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. '!he fiIrlings could have ilnplications for 
influencing institutional and legislative policy decisions in the 
delivery of health care . 
You have been rarrlomly selected as part of a state sample to 
participate in this study. It is irrportant that current views of nurses 
from a variety of settings are included in the study. Your support and 
assistance is needed to achieve its goals . '!he accompanying survey 
packet contains three i.nstrurnents :  (1 )  nurses I background and 
experience , ( 2 )  health care professional attitude inventory, and ( 3 )  work 
satisfaction scale . Completion of the survey packet should take only 20 
to 30  minutes . 
When you have completed the survey packet please return it in the 
self-addressed stamped envelope. Please also return the postcard 
separately when completing and mailing the packet. If you are interested 
in receiving a summary of the study results , please check that response 
on the post card. 
Questionnaires and postcard have been coded. confidentiality will be 
maintained. Code mnnbers will be used for mail ing purposes . Only group 
data will be identified in any report of this study. Your completed 
questionnaire ilnplies informed consent.  
I hope you will take time to respond to the questionnaire and return 
it to me in the enclosed envelope by Jlll1e 26! 198 9 .  Your participation 
in the study is appreciated and is critical to the representativeness of 
the sample . If  you have any questions about this study, please write or 
contact me at (  . I will be happy to respond. 
Sincerely, 
Elisabeth B. Hutton, M. S . , R .N .  , C . 
Ph . D. Candidate , Ph.D.  Program in Urban services 
School of Education, arrl Assistant Professor, 
Department of Corrnnunity Health & Psychiatric Nursing 
School of Nursing 
Box 567 , MCV station 
Richmond, Virginia 23298-0567 
June 28 , 1989 
Dear Registered Nurse Colleague : 
Two weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire on Job Satisfaction and 
Professionalism. 
If you have returned the completed questionnaire , thanks a million and 
please disregard the rest of this letter. 
If you have not returned the questionnaire, please send it to me by 
Mondav, July 10, 1989 . With the nany changes occurring in the health 
care system your participation is important . A representative sample is 
critical to provide a current picture of registered nurses ' professional 
status and j ob satisfaction in the Commonwealth of Virginia . 
I am enclosing another questionnaire and return envelope . If you have any 
questions , please call me at   I will be happy to respond. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Elisabeth BI Hutton , M. S . , R . N . , C .  
Ph . D .  cardidate , Ph . D. Program in Urban Services 
Schcol of Education, and Assistant Professor, 
COIm!1Ul1i. ty Health Nursing 
Department of Community & Psychiatric Nursing 
i'1CV;va; Schcol of Nursing 
Oox 567 , MCV Station 
Richmond , Virginia 23298-0567 
APPENDIX D 
Nurse Popul a t ion Reg ions by Z I P  Code 
R E G I O N I I  
V I R G I N I A 
R E G I O N I I 
R E G I O N V R E G I O N I I I I  .-
APPENDIX E 
Percentage Responses of Registered Nurses to 
Health Care Professional Attitude Inventory 
PERCENTAGE RESfDNSES 'ID EArn ITEM BY REGISTERED NURSES 
3 . 0  THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL A'ITI'IUDE INVEN'IDRY 
'Ihis inventory contains a series of statements about today ' s 
heal th care professions and health care del ivery systems . These 
statements are not intended to elicit a right or wrong answer ; rather to 
collect your perceptions of the accuracy and/ or val idity of each 
statement . 
Please read each statement . Then , utilizing the response scale 
below, indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each 
statement in respect to the health care professions and/or delivery 
systems . 
Heal th  care professionals ,  for the purpose of this inventory I 
include all registered nurses who function as a member of the health 
care team . Health care delivery systems are those mechanisms and 
strategies designed to facilitate the delivery of health care to the 
COr1SlUTler. 
RESfDNSE SCAlE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements Response Scale 
3 . 1 . 
3 . 2 .  
3 . 3 .  
3 . 4 .  
3 . 5 .  
3 . 6 . 
CUrrent health care delivery systems 
adequately meet the needs of society . 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .  2% 14% 33% 34% 19% 
The potential for a financially secure 
position is a major reason for pursuing 
a career in the health care professions . 1 
7 %  
There has been inadequate interaction 
between health care professionals and 
their cl ient public in the development 
of health care del ivery systems . 1 
Students in the health care discipl ines 
should be expected to emulate or model 
13% 
the role to their instructors . 1 
Students in the health discipl ines 
should incorporate the philosophy of 
their educational program into 
their practice . 
Pol icies based solely on scientific 
methodology are most appropriate for 
the resolution of society ' s  health 









3 7 %  
2 
3 4 5 
2 4 %  2 5% 25% 
3 4 5 
3 3 %  14% 3% 
3 4 5 
2 4 %  35% 2 2 %  9% 
2 3 4 5 
39% 3 2 %  7 %  2 %  
2 3 4 5 
2% 26% 4 3 %  28% 
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RESFDNSE SCALE 
Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
statements Response Scale 
3 . 7 .  
3 . 8 .  
3 . 9 .  
3 . 10 .  
3 . 11 .  
3 . 12 .  
3 . 13 .  
3 . 14 .  
The introduction of nurse practitioners , 
physician I s assistants and paramedical 
personnel has been of significant 
importance in improving the delivery of 
heal th care . 1 
2 3 %  
Health care professionals such as nur�es 
generally are impersonal and 
scientifically oriented. 1 
Health care professionals generally fail 
to shOlN adequate interest in the health 
1% 
needs of cons1.ID\ers . 1 
2 3 4 
3 5% 2 6 %  11% 
2 3 4 
5 
5 :l-• 0 
5 
5 %  6% 2 7 %  62% 
2 3 4 5 
5% 20% 2 1 %  3 2 %  2 1 %  
Criticism of health care practices and 
procedures by persons outside the 
profession is usually aCKnOlNledged 
and acted upon by health care 
professionals .  1 2 3 4 5 
2% 15% 40% 3 3 %  10% 
At this point in time , the consumers of 
health care have been adequately involved 
in the development of health care 
delivery systems . 1 2 3 4 5 
2% 8% 2 3 %  4 6% 2 0% 
Certification of competence upon receipt 
of the professional degree is necessary 
to assure that behavioral sciences , basic 
sciences , and health care services were 
part of professional education . 1 2 3 4 5 
13% 7 %  17% 2 9 %  4 3 %  
Education programs for health care 
professionals spend more time preparing 
students for careers in research and/or 
teaching than for careers as 
practitioners . 1 
Education programs for health care 
professionals have not been adequately 
responsive to the identified needs of 
17% 
local communities . 1 
2 3 4  
28% 2 6 %  2 4 %  




5% 2 4 %  26% 28% 17% 
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RESroNSE SCAlE 
Stro�ly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Stro�ly Disagree 
statements Response Scale 
3 . 15 .  
3 . 16 .  
3 . 17 .  
3 . 18 .  
3 . 19 .  
3 . 20 .  
3 . 21 .  
3 . 22 .  
3 . 23 .  
Health care teams terri to become so busy 
c:oordinatin;J care that they lose sight 
of patient needs . 1 
Priorities for the user of htnnan and 
material resources in the health care 
professions are best achieved through 
2 1% 
centralized decision-making. 1 
2 3 4 5 
32% 2 1% 20% 5% 
2 3 4 5 
4 %  12% 24% 33%  12% 
Health care professionals have actively 
encouraged consumer participation in 
current delivery systems . 1 2 3 4 5 
4 %  20% 32% 33%  10% 
Inefficient use of existin;J personnel 
poses a major problem for delivering 
adequate health care . 1 2 3 4 5 
37% 37% 14% 7% 4% 
The desire for a position of status 
should be accorded little inp::>rtance 
as a reason for pursuing a career in 
the health care professions . 1 2 3 4 5 
3 1% 23%  20% 19% 7% 
In order to alleviate health manpower 
shortages in certain geographic areas , 
health care professionals should be 
encouraged to deliver health 
legislation. 1 
26% 
Special economic interests have too 
often had a negative influence on 
public health legislation. 1 
2 3 
33%  34% 
2 3 
34% 40% 24% 
Education programs for health care 
professionals are currently designed 
to prepare professionals who will be 
able to awropriately respord to the 











4% 24% 39% 26% 7% 
Health care professional education 
programs offering certification, e .g . , 
physician assistants , nurse practitioners, 
etc . , are alternatives that will result 
in IOClre effective health care . 1 2 3 4 5 
17% 39% 28% 9% 6% 
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RESroNSE SCAlE 
Strorgly kJree 1 2 3 4 5 Strorgly Disagree 
Statements 
3 . 2 4 . Training greater numbers of health 
care professionals to deliver primary 
care is one alternative that will be 
beneficial in meeting' the lorg-tenn 
health needs of society . 1 
3 1% 
3 . 25 .  Health care professionals have been 
actively prorroting' charge in the health 
care delivery systems for the ilTIprovement 
of health care for all citizens . 1 
13% 
3 . 2 6 .  Health care is currently available to 
people at differing' income levels on 
a selective basis . 1 
12% 
3 . 27 .  Health care professionals have 
developed adequate self-evaluation 
of procedures arrl techniques in the 
deli very of health care . 1 
10% 
3 . 28 .  Const.IIrer involvement is essential 
to provide new al ternati ves in 
developing' health care delivery 
systems . 1 
34% 
3 . 2 9 .  Health care providers who work with 
professionals from other disciplines 
discover a common purpose in providing' 
adequate health care for all citizens . 1 
1% 
3 . 30 .  Societal class and social distinctions 
should be of no ilTIportance in a health 
care setting'. 1 
65% 
3 . 3l .  Educational institutions have asS1..UTled a 
central role, not only in the education 
of professionals, but in determining' 
the nature and quality of health care 
am services provided to the corrrrnunity. 1 
15% 
Response Scale 
2 3 4 
44% 17% 6% 
2 3 4 
33% 35% 17% 
2 3 4 
33% 24% 21% 
2 3 4 
2 1% 24% 33% 
2 3 4 
48% 15% 3% 
2 3 4 
9% 2 1% 45% 
2 3 4 
20% 8% 4% 
2 3 4 



















Strongly Agree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Disagree 
Statements Response Scale 
3 . 32 .  
3 . 33 .  
3 . 34 .  
3 . 35 .  
3 . 36 .  
3 . 37 .  
3 . 38 .  
The health care professional such as a 
nurse should be concerned solely with 
clinical practice and not with social 
change in his community. 1 2 3 4 5 
2% 6% 7% 35% 51% 
Nursing educators are considered 
alterrlate rather than ultimate sources 
of information for their students . 1 2 3 4 5 
13% 3 1% 32% 18% 5% 
Consurner-oriented agencies should 
play a minimal role in establishing 
starrlards or criteria to assess the 
quality of care provided to health 
care consumers . 1 2 3 4 5 
7% 14% 33%  32% 14% 
The greatest need for improvement in 
health care education concerns 
knowledge and skills about delivery 
of health care rather then in expanding 
knowledge about disease . 1 2 3 4 5 
10% 25% 29% 26% 10% 
The existing forns of health care 
delivery systems allow professional 
personnel to efficiently deliver health 
care services to meet the needs of 
individual constnners . 1 2 3 4 5 
2% 13% 28% 40% 18% 
The inability to change the attitudes 
of people is a greater obstacle to 
effecting change in the delivery of 
health care services than a lack of 
adequate finances . 
When cost accounting and systems 
research techniques are applied to 
health care , it can be concluded that 
the health care needs of some citizens 
1 
18% 
have not been adequately served. 1 
39% 
2 3 4 
36% 2 5% 15% 
2 3 
40% 18% 
4 
3% 
5 
5% 
5 
1% 
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